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PREFACE 
When I was studying mathematics at the University of Technology in 
Eindhoven I became interested in combinatorics and operations research. By 
the time I finished my study I looked for an opportunity to combine both my 
interests. This became possible when prof. dr. J.H. van Lint (my supervisor 
at the university) told me of a position which was available at the Depart-
ment of Operations Research of the Mathematisch Centrum (now the Centre for 
Mathematics and Computer Science (CWI)) in Amsterdam. On July I, 1978 I 
started to work on combinatorial optimization at the Mathematisch Centrum. 
Jan Karel Lenstra and Alexander Rinnooy Kan suggested location theory as a 
possible area for research. I am very grateful to them for this suggestion 
because location theory turned out to be a nice and fruitful area to work in. 
Some results which were obtained during the first three years at the 
Mathematisch Centrum were written down in my doctoral thesis in January 1982 
under the supervision of prof. dr. G. de Leve and Jan Karel Lenstra. 
These results would not have been possible without the opportunity 
given to me by the Mathernatisch Centrum to study combinatorial optimization, 
Special thanks also go to Andries Brouwer who helped me prove one of the 
main results and to Lex Schrijver who increased my interest in combinatorial 
optimization and who is largely responsible for my current interest in 
polyhedral combinatorics. I am looking forward to many stimulating discus-
sions in the future. 
This monograph is a revision of my doctoral thesis as a CWI Tract. 
I have benefited from discussions with Richard Francis, Tim Lowe, 
Pitu Mirchandani, Pierre Hansen, Martin Farber, Louis Hakimi and especially 
Arie Tamir. 
I thank the CWI for the opportunity to publish this monograph in the 
series CWI Tracts and all those at the CWI who have contributed to its 
technical realization. I also thank the Erasmus University in Rotterdam 
(my current employer) for enabling me to write this revision. 
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CHAPTER 0 
INTRODUCTION 
Location theory dates back to the beginning of the seventeenth cen-
tury, when Fermat posed his famous problem: given three points in a plane, 
find a fourth point such that the sum of its distances to the three given 
points is minimum. This problem was generalized by Simpson in his "Doctrine 
and Application of Fluxions" (London 1750), who asked for a point with 
minimum weighted sum of distances to three given points. Almost all the 
work on location theory, however, has taken place between 1957 and the 
present. Papers on the subject appear in a remarkably diverse collection 
of periodicals in the field of operations research, management science, 
industrial and civil engineering, transportation and regional science, 
geography, economics and planning. As a consequence, many results have been 
rediscovered over the years and results obtained by researchers in one field 
were not known to those in other fields. The latter is especially true for 
results in graph theory and combinatorial optimization. As we will show in 
this monograph, results on perfect graphs and totally-balanced matrices 
have only very recently found their way into location theory and provide 
a uniform framework in which old as well as new results can be derived. 
Communication in the field of location theory has increased since ISOLDE I, 
.. the First International Symposium On Locational Decisions, held in Banff, 
Canada in April 1976, ISOLDE II, held in Skodborg, Denmark in June 
1981, and ISOLDE III held in Boston, USA in June 1984. 
In the location models described in this monograph there exists a set 
of clients who have a demand for services or commodities. Facilities will 
be established to serve these clients. Facilities are assumed to have suf-
ficient capacity to serve all clients. 
We treat two fields of location theory. The first one is discrete lo-
cation theory in which we assume that the underlying structure is a graph 
we will concentrate on tree graphs. The distance between two points on the 
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graph is defined to be the length of the shortest path connecting them. The 
second field is planar location theory in which the underlying structure is 
the plane. As the distance between two points we take the rectilinear dis-
tance. 
We consider two types of costs. First we have the setup cost, i.e., 
the cost of establishing a facility. The second cost is the transportation 
cost, i.e., the cost of transporting the services between a facility and a 
client. The transportation cost is assumed to be a nondecreasing function 
of the distance between a client and the facility serving it. 
There are two types of connnunications between clients and facilities. 
Normally there is only connnunication between a client and the closest facil-
ity. Whenever in a location problem there is connnunication between clients 
and more than one facility as well as between facilities themselves we call 
this a location problem with mutual communication. 
Three different objective functions are considered: minimize the 
maximum transportation cost (center problems) minimize the sum of the trans-
portation cost (median problems and minimize the sum of the setup cost and 
the transportation cost (plant location problems). 
Only one constraint will be considered, namely the budget constraint, 
i.e., an upperbound on the total setup cost. In case of equal setup cost 
this constraint translates into an upperbound on the number of facilities 
to be established. This will usually be reflected in the name of the loca-
tion problem (like in the "p-center problem" where p is the number of facil-
ities to be established). 
The theory of computational complexity provides the tools to make a 
formal distinction between well-solved problems, which are solvable by an 
algorithm whose running time is bounded by a polynomial function of problem 
size, and NP-hard problems, for which the existence of such an algorithm 
is highly unlikely. The exposition below is adapted from LAWLER and LENSTRA 
(1982). Computational complexity theory deals primarily with decision prob-
lems, which require a yes/no answer, rather than with optimization problems. 
By way of example consider the following decision problem that will occur 
in Chapters 3 and 4: 
CLIQUE 
Instance: A graph G = (V,E) and an integer c. 
Question: Does there exist a subset C c V of cardinality c such that 
[j,k] EE if {j,k} c C? 
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An instance of a decision problem is said to be feasible if the question 
can be answered affirmatively. Feasibility is usually characterized by the 
existence of an associated structure which satisfies a certain property. 
E.g., in the case of CLIQUE the structure is a set of c pairwise adjacent 
vertices. 
Two important problem classes are defined as follows. A decision prob-
lem is in the class P if, for any instance, one can determine its feasibil-
ity or infeasibility in polynomial time. It is in the class NP if, for any 
instance, one can determine in polynomial time whether a given structure 
affirms its feasibility. E.g., CLIQUE is a member of NP, since for any 
clique C one can verify that all its vertices are pairwise adjacent in O(c 2) 
time. 
A problem R is reducible to a problem Q if for any instance of problem 
R a corresponding instance of problem Q can be constructed in polynomial 
time such that solving the latter instance will solve the instance of R as 
well. In the class NP, a class of NP-complete problems is identified which 
have the property that: (i) they belong to NP; and (ii) every other prob-
lem in NP is reducible to them. A polynomial-time algorithm for an NP-com-
plete problem Q could be used to solve any problem in NP in polynomial time 
by reducing it to Q. Since the class NP contains many notorious combinatorial 
problems for which, in spite of considerable research efforts, no polyno-
mial-time algorithms have been found so far, it is very unlikely that 
Q E P for any NP-complete Q. 
In dealing with the computational complexity of optimization problems, 
one usually reformulates the problem of finding a feasible solution of, say, 
minimum value as the problem of deciding whether there exists a feasible 
solution with value at most equal to a given threshold. If this decision 
problem is NP-complete, then the optimization problem is said to be NP-
hard in the sense that the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for its 
solution would imply that P =NP. 
Most location problems on graphs, where the distance between two points 
is defined as the length of a shortest path between these two points, have 
been proved to be NP-hard. This justifies the investigation of restricted 
versions of these problems. We will make the assumption that the graph does 
not contain cycles, i.e., that it is a tree. It turns out that most location 
problems on trees can be solved in polynomial time. It is not well under-
stood what it is about tree location problems that makes them so tractable. 
We will partially answer this question by relating tree location problems 
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to convexity, perfect graphs and totally-balanced matrices. 
The research on location problems has frequently been justified as 
having direct applicability to a wide variety of real world location and 
logistical problems. Yet very few applications of location models are dis-
cussed or even mentioned in the literature. Although there are indications 
that the techniques are incidentally being applied both in the private and 
public sector, it seems clear that if models and solution algorithms were 
coIIIlilonly used there would be more evidence of this in the literature. There 
are, of course, built-in biases against the publication of applications. 
Most researchers are theoreticians and not practitioners, and that practi-
tioners have a lesser propensity to publish. There is also a lag effect 
between invention and adoption of algorithms. Although tree location prob-
lems have a nice mathematical structure, it remains to be tested how use-
ful the developed algorithms are in more complex real world problems. They 
could be used for example in branch-and-bound algorithms as well as in 
heuristics for more general problems. Not much work in this direction has 
been done. 
At this point we give a preview of what follows. In Chapter I we treat 
center problems with equal setup costs. In this case the number of facili-
ties to be located is prespecified. We introduce the concept of a chordal 
graph and indicate how it can be used to derive duality results for 
center problems including the p-center problem and the round-trip p-center 
problem. 
In Chapter 2 we treat center problems with unequal setup costs. It is 
shown that these problems can be solved as a sequence of set covering prob-
lems defined on special structured matrices (matrices in standard greedy 
form). A polynomial time algorithm to solve this type of set covering prob-
lem is presented. The simple plant location problem on a tree is shown to 
be solvable using this algorithm. 
In Chapters 3 and 4 we mention problems with mutual coIIIlilunication. We 
treat the p-median problem in Chapter 3 and the p-center problem in Chapter 
4. Convexity of the distance function on trees will be used to develop po-
lynomial time algorithms to solve the problems with mutual.coIIIlilunication 
on trees. 
In Chapter 5 we show how Farkas' LeIIIlila and generalizations of it can 
be used to solve center problems in the plane using rectilinear distances. 
An efficient algorithm to find all efficient points in the plane is pre-
sented. 
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In Chapter 6 we treat totally-balanced matrices and chordal graphs. We dis-
cuss the equivalence between chordal graphs and intersection graphs of sub-
trees of a tree. The class of totally-balanced matrices is defined and sh0wn 
to be identical to the class of matrices which can be transformed into 
standard greedy form. Some extensions of the set covering problem on matrices 
in standard greedy form (see Chapter 2) are discussed. 
We assume the reader of this monograph to be familiar with the basic 
principles of mathematical programming. Allthough concepts of graph theory 
are defined when needed, some familiarity with graph theory will be useful. 
Each chapter of this monograph can be read independently of the others; 
cross references are restricted as much as possible. 
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CHAPTER 2 
I. CENTER PROBLEMS WITH EQUAL SETUP COST 
In the first four chapters of this monograph we discuss discrete 
location problems. In contrast to planar location problems in which we 
assume that clients and facilities are located in the plane, we assume in 
discrete location problems that the underlying structure is a graph. One 
can think of a graph as a road network. 
A graph is defined to be a pair (V,E) where V is a set of elements 
called vertices, and E is a set of unordered pairs of vertices, called edges. 
Two vertices v. and v. are adjacent if [v.,v.] EE; v. and v. are the end-
l. J l. J l. J 
points of the edge [v.,v.J. A q-clzain is a sequence [e 1,e2, ••• ,e] of edges l. J q 
such that each edge e. (i = 2, ••• ,q-1) in the sequence has one endpoint in l. 
common with its predecessor in the sequence and its other endpoint with its 
successor in the sequence. The endpoint of e 1(eq) which is not an endpoint 
of e 2(eq_1) is an endpoint of the chain. A cycle is a chain such that: 
(I) no edge appears twice in the sequence: and (2) the two endpoints of the 
chain are the same vertex. An induced subgraph of the graph G = (V,E) is 
defined by a subset v1 .s Vandall edges of E with both endpoints in v1. 
The graph G = ({v 1 ,v2,v3,v4},{[v1 ,v2J,[v2,v3J,[v3,v4J,[v4 ,v1 J,[v 1 ,v3J}) 
is given by Figure I.I. The chain [[v 1,v2J,[v2,v3J,[v3 ,v4J,[v4 ,v1JJ is a 
cycle. 
Given a graph G = (V,E) each edge e E E will be given a positive length. 
If we consider an edge [v.,v.] as a line segment, then we can identify a 
l. J 
point on the edge by defining its distance to v. or v .. For the graph of 
l. J 
Figure I.I the edge lengths are as indicated. The point x on the graph on 
[v 1,v2J is at distance I from v 1, y is the point on [v 1,v3J at distance 6 
from v 1. The distance d(x,y) between two points x and y on the graph is 
define.:! to be the length of a shortest path P(x,y) between x and y. The distan-
ce d(y,X) between a pointy on G and a set of points X on G (denoted by X_sG) 
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is defined to be the distance between y and the closest point in the set X. 
In Figure I.I we have d(x,y) = 4 and d(v2,{x,y}) = 2. 
(I) 
VI o-~~~~~~~-1,J 
(2) 
Figure I.I. Example of a graph. 
In this chapter we will assume that the graph is a tree, i.e., it is 
connected and has no cycles. In the two location problems we discuss in this 
chapter facilities may be established anywhere on the tree. Each facility 
has a sufficient capacity to serve all clients. We have an upperbound, say 
p, on the number of facilities. This upperbound comes from the fact that in 
case of equal setup costs (i.e., the cost of establishing a facility) a 
budget constraint translates into an upperbound on the number of facilities. 
In both problems considered we locate p facilities so as to minimize 
the maximtm1 transportation cost. The first problem is the p-center problem 
in which clients are located at the vertices of the tree and the transpor-
tation cost is a monotone increasing function of the distance between the 
client and the closest established facility. The second problem is the 
round-trip p-eenter problem in which a client corresponds to a pair of ver-
tices and the transportation cost is a monotone increasing function of the 
round-trip distance. The round-trip distance is the sum of the distances 
between the facility serving the client and the vertices corresponding to 
it, and the distance between the vertices. This model is appropriate when 
a vehicle located at the facility has to travel to one vertex to pick up 
goods and deliver them to the other vertex before returning to the facili-
ty. The round-trip distance is the total distance traveled by the vehicle. 
The round-trip 1-center problem with linear transportation cost was solved 
by Chan and Francis (1976). The same problem in the rectilinear plane was 
solved by Chan and Hearn (1977). 
Let T = (V,E) be a tree with n vertices v., i = 1, ••• ,n. In the l. 
p-center problem we are locating p facilities anywhere on the tree so as 
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to minimize the maximum transportation cost. We can formulate this problem 
as 
(I .2) min: 
X_c;:T: 
{ max {f.(d(v.,X))}}, 
IXI = p i=l, ••• ,n 1 1 
where X corresponds to the set of p facilities, and f.(d(v.,X)) is the 
1 1 
transportation cost associated with client i located at vertex vi. Note 
that the transportation cost is a monotone increasing function f i of the 
distance between client i and the closest facility. Another way of formu-
lating this problem is the following: 
( 1.3) min r 
s .t. f.(d(v.,X)) <:; r, i 
1 1 
1,2, ••• ,n, 
x 
-'= 
T, 
IXI = P· 
Since we are minimizing the value of r it will be equal to the maximum 
transportation cost. 
We say that client i is served within distance r by a set of facilities 
X if fi(d(vi,X)) <:; r. A problem related to the p-center problem is the 
covering problem in which for a given value of r we want to determine the 
minimum number of facilities such that each client is covered within dis-
tance r. A formulation of the covering problem is given by 
(I .4) min IXI 
s. t. f. ( d ( v. , X)) <:; r, i 1,2, ••• ,n, 1 1 
x 
-'= 
T. 
It is easy to see that the optimum value r of the p-center problem is the p 
smallest valve r for which (1.4) has an optimum value less than or equal to 
p. 
Let J. 
1 
{a.,b.} be a pair of vertices of the tree corresponding to 1 1 
client i, i 1,2, •.• ,m. The round-trip distance between client i and a 
facility at a point x ET is given by d(a.,x) + d(x,b.) + d(a.,b.). Let 
1 1 1 1 
u(x) be the unique point on the shortest path from ai to bi which is closest 
to x. (u(x) is unique since we have a tree). The round-trip distance is 
equal to 2d(a.,b.) + 2d(u(x),x). Hence d(u(x),x) the distance from x to the 1 1 
shortest path from a. to b. is the part in the round-trip distance 1 1 
depending on the choice of x. Define 
(1.5) D(J.,x) := Hd(a.,x) + d(b.,x) - d(a1.,b1.)J, 1 1 1 
Note that D(Ji,x) = d(u(x),x). Also define 
(1 .6) D(J.,X) := min {D(J.,x)}. 
1 XEX 1 
In the X'Ound-trip p-aenteP pPoblem we are locating p facilities on the 
tree so as to minimize the maximum transportation cost. We can formulate 
this problem as 
( 1. 7) min 
X_sT: IXl=p 
{ max {f.(D(J.,X))}}, 
i=1, ••• ,m 1 1 
where X denotes the set of p facilities, and f.(D(J.,X)) is the transpor-
1 1 
tation cost associated with client i corresponding to J .• Note that the 
1 
transportation cost is a monotone increasing function f. of the distance 
1 
from the path corresponding to client. i and the closest facility. Another 
way of formulating this problem is the following: 
( 1.8) min r 
s. t. f. (D (J. , X)) s r, 
1 1 
X .£ T, 
IXI = p. 
i 1,2, ••• ,m 
We say that client i is seY'Ved within distance r by a set of facili-
ties X if f.(D(J.,X)) s r. A problem related to the round-trip p-center 
1 1 
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problem is the round-trip covering problem in which for a given value of r 
we want to determine the minimum number of facilities needed to serve each 
client within distance r. A formulation of the round-trip covering problem 
is given by 
(1.9) min IXI 
s.t f.(D(J.,X) s r, 
1 1 
X .£ T. 
i 1 ' ••• ,m, 
It is easy to see that the optimum value r of the round-trip p-center prob-p 
lem is the smallest valuer for which (1.9) has an optimum value less than 
10 
or equal to p. 
We will now study some properties of trees which will enable us to 
derive a duality result for the covering problems (I.4) and (1.9). These 
results will then be used to derive duality results for the p-center prob-
lems. 
We start by fixing one vertex of the tree, called the root r. For each 
vertex v there is a unique shortest path to the root, denoted by p(v,r). If 
v. is adjacent to v. and v. lies on p(v.,r), then v. is called the parent J l. J l. J 
of v., and v. is called a child of v .• We index the vertices of the tree in l. l. J 
such a way that a child has a smaller index than its parent. In the tree 
rooted at v7 of Figure I.JO, v 1,v2,v3 are children of v5 • 
v7 
Figure I.JO. A rooted tree· 
A suhtree of a tree is any connected subset of points on the tree, 
not necessarily an induced subgraph. To prove the properties of subtrees 
we need in order to prove the duality results, we may assume without loss 
of generality that the subtrees are induced subtrees. If this is not the 
case, then we can add the endpoint of a subtree on an edge to the vertex 
set. With each subtree we associate a root defined to be the vertex with 
the largest index belonging to the subtree. Assume that T. and T. are sub-
l. J 
trees of a tree T with roots vr(i) and vr(j) respectively, r(i) < r(j). 
Then vr(i) will be on p(vr(j)'x) for any point x E Ti. Hence we have the 
following observation. 
OBSERVATION I.II. Let Ti and Tj be subtrees of a tree T with roots vr(i) 
and vr(j) respectively, r(i) ~ r(j). Then Tin Tj # ~ iff vr(i) E Tj. 
This observation enables us to prove our first result. 
LEMMA 1.12 (Helly Property). Let T1, ••• ,Tm be suhtrees of a tree T such that 
T. n T. #~for all i,j. Then n~ 1 T. # ~-i J l.= l. 
PROOF. Assume w.l.o.g. r(I) s r(2) s .. s r(m). Then T1 n Ti~ 0 implies 
m 
vr(I) E Ti for all i. (Observation I.II). Hence vr(I) E ni=I Ti. 0 
We define the intersection graph G = ({l, ••• ,m},E) of subtrees 
T1, ••• ,Tm by [i,j] EE iff Tin Tj ~ 9. So we have an edge in the inter-
section graph if the corresponding two subtrees intersect. 
II 
A c'hordal gPaph is a graph with the property that every cycle of length 
at least four has a c'hord, i.e., an edge connecting two vertices which are 
not adjacent in the cycle. The.graph in Figure 1.14 is an example of a 
chordal graph. 
An independent set of a graph is a set of pairwise nonadjacent ver-
tices. For example {1,4} is an independent set of the graph in Figure 1.14. 
The maximum cardinality of an independent set of a graph G is denoted by 
a(G). 
A clique of a graph is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. For example 
{3,4,5} is a clique of the graph in Figure 1.14. 
A clique cover is a set of cliques such that each vertex is in at least 
one clique. For example {l,2,3},{3,4,5},{4,5,6} form a clique cover in 
Figure 1.14. The minimum cardinality of a clique cover is denoted by e(G). 
Let us consider an arbitrary independent set I and an arbitrary clique 
cover C of a graph G. Since any two vertices in the independent set are not 
adjacent they must be in different cliques of the clique cover. Hence 
III s IC!. We have just proved the following result 
(I. 13) Weak duality: a(G) s e(G) for every graph G. 
2 4 
6 
3 5 
Figure 1.14. A chordal graph. 
The next two Lennnas are needed to establish that for the intersection 
graph G of subtrees of a tree we have strong duality, i.e., a(G) e (G). 
LEMMA 1.15. The intersection graph G = ({l, ••• ,m},E) of subtrees T1, ••• ,Tm 
of a tree T is a c'hordal gPaph. 
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PROOF. Without loss of generality assume r(l) s r(2) s ... s r(m). Let C be 
a cycle of length at least four, let i be the smallest vertex in the cycle, 
and let j,k be the two vertices in the cycle adjacent to i. Note that since 
the length of the cycle is at least four, [j,k] is not an edge of the cycle. 
Since i < j, i < k we have vr(i) E Tj n Tk (Observation I.II). Hence 
[j,k] E Eis a chord of the cycle. D 
If we take a closer look at the proof of Lemma 1.15 we see that for 
the intersection graph of subtrees of a tree there exists a numbering of 
the vertices (corresponding to nondecreasing roots) with the property that 
for all i the following holds: 
(1.16) All vertices j(j>i) adjacent to i form a clique in the intersection 
graph. 
A numbering of the vertices of the graph such that (1.16) holds for all i 
is called a perfect scheme. We shall prove in Chapter 6 that a graph has a 
perfect scheme iff it is a chordal graph. We shall also prove in Chapter 6 
that the converse of Lemma 1.15 is also true, i.e., each chordal graph can 
be obtained as the intersection graph of subtrees of a tree. In the next 
Lemma we shall explore the fact that a perfect scheme exists to prove that 
for a chordal graph G a(G) = 8(G). We restrict ourselves to intersection 
graphs. 
LEMMA 1.17. For the intersection graph G = ({l, ••• ,m},E) of sUbtrees 
T1, ••• ,Tm of a tree T we have a(G) 8(G). 
PROOF. Assuming that r(l) s r(Z) s .•. s r(m) we give a constructive proof 
of strong duality. We start with an empty independent set I and an empty 
set of cliques C. Then we repeat the following procedure until the graph 
has no more vertices: Add the smallest vertex, say i, to the independent 
set I; add the set consisting of i and all adjacent vertices to C (By 
property 1.16 these vertices form a clique); delete all vertices in the 
clique and their adjacent edges from G (this ensures that .the next vertex 
we add to I is not adjacent to a vertex in I). After completion of the 
procedure we have an independent set I and a clique cover C. 0 
Note that all we used in Lemma 1.17 was the existence of a perfect 
scheme. So a(G) = 8(G) for any chordal graph G. 
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Consider the following six induced subtrees of the tree given by 
Figure I.JO. The subtrees are given by their vertex set T1 ={I}, 
T2 = {1,2,5}, T3 = {I,3,5,7} T4 = {5,6,7}, T5 = {4,6,7}, T6 = {6}. The in-
tersection graph is given by Figure 1.14. A maximum independent set is {I,4}, 
and a minimum clique cover is given by {l,2,3}, {4,5,6}. 
Let us now go back to the covering problems (I.4) and (1.9). Instead 
of (1.4) we consider the covering problem 
(I .18) min IXI 
s.t. d(vi,X) s ri' 
X s T 
i l, ... ,n, 
where ri ~ 0, i 
problem 
I, ••. ,n, and instead of (I.9) we consider the covering 
(l. 9) min IXI 
s.t. D(J. ,X) s ri, i I, •.• ,m l. 
x s T, 
where ri ~ 0, i = I, ••• ,m. At the end of this chapter we shall show that 
the original covering problems (I.4) and (1.9) are equivalent to covering 
problems of type (1.18) and (I.19) respectively. 
With respect to {l.18) let us define Ti to be the set of all points 
of T with the property that a facility at such a point can serve client i 
within distance r., i.e., T. = {y ET J d(v.,y) s r.}, i = 1,2, ••• ,n. 
l. l. l. l. 
Note that ri ~ 0 implies Ti # ~. 
LEMMA I.20. T. n T. # ~ iff d(v.,v.) s r. + r .• 
l. J l. J l. J 
PROOF. If T. n T. #~'then there is an x ET. n T .• Hence 
l. J l. J 
d(v.,x) + d(x,v.) s r. + r .• 
l. J l. J 
Conversely, let d(v.,v.) s 
l. J 
v. ET. n T .• If r. < d(v.,v.), 
J l. J l. l. J 
at distance r. from v .• We have 
l. l. 
r. + r .• If r. ~ d(v.,v.), then 
l. J l. l. J 
then define x to be the point on P (v., v.) 
l. J 
x ET. and d(v.,x) = d(v.,v.)-d(v.,x) 
l. J l. J l. 
d(v.,v.) 
l. J 
- r. s r. so 
l. J 
that x E T .• We conclude that T. n T. # ~. D 
J l. . J 
If we construct the intersection graph G ({I, ••. ,n},E) correspond-
ing to T1, ••• ,T, then [i,j] EE iff d(v.,v.) s r. + r .• n l. J l. J 
If two clients i and j can be served by the same facility at a point 
x ET, then x ET. n T .• It follows that all clients which can be served 
l. J 
by the same facility form a clique in the intersection graph. 
Conversely for any clique in the intersection graph G we can find a 
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point x € T which lies in the intersection of all subtrees corresponding 
to the clique (Helly property). It follows that all clients corresponding 
to that clique can be served by one facility, namely a facility located at 
the point x. 
We reached the following conclusion. 
CONCLUSION 1.21. There is a 1-1 correspondence between cliques in the in-
tersection graph G = ({l, ••• ,n},E) of T1, ••• ,Tn' where 
T. = {y ET I d(v.,y) ~ r.}, i = 1,2, ••• ,n, and clients which can be served 
i i i . 
within distance ri by the same facility. 
Using the strong duality result of Lemma 1.17 we see that the minimum 
number of facilities needed to serve client i within distance ri, i = l, ... n, 
is equal to the maximum cardinality of an independent set. Since two ver-
tices i and j in the intersection graph are nonadjacent if d(v.,v.) > r. +r. 
i J i J 
the problem of finding a maximum independent set can be formulated as 
(I. 22) max III 
s.t d(v.,v.) > r. + r., i,j EI, i ~ j, 
i J i J 
IS {1,1, ... ,n}. 
We have obtained the following strong duality result: 
(I . 23) max {JII d(v.,v.) > r. + r., i,j EI, i # j, I .c:: {1,2, ••. ,n}} 
i J i J 
min {IX! d(vi,X) ~ ri' i = 1,2, ..• ,n, X .c:: T}. 
To demonstrate how the strong duality result (I.23) can be used to obtain 
a strong duality result for the p-center problem we restrict ourselves to 
linear transportation cost. We come back to the nonlinear case at the end 
of this chapter. 
THEOREM I . 24. maxI {I }·III- 1{min .. I··..1·{w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.)}} 
.C:: , ••• , n • -p+ i, J E • i T J i J i J i J 
min.. T·IX!- {max._ 1 {w.d(v.,X)}}. x.c;:. -p i- , •.• ,n i i 
PROOF. We shall prove that the righthand side is less than or equal to r 
iff the lefthand side is less than or equal to r, for all r ~ O. This shows 
that the two expressions are in fact equal. 
The first equivalence is obtained by stating in two different ways 
that there exists p facilities such that we can cover each client within 
distance r. We have 
(I. 25) min.. T·lxl~ {max._ 1 {w.d(v.,X)}} s r x~. -p i- , ... ,n i i 
iff 
(I • 26) min{ IXI I max._ 1 {w.d(v. ,X)} s r} s p. i- , ..• , n i i 
Using (I.23) with r. = r/w. we find that (1.26) holds iff (I.27) holds, 
i i 
where (1.27) is given by 
(I. 27) max{ III I w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.) > r, i,j E I, i # j} s p. iJ i J i J 
Expression (I.27) states that there are at most p vertices such that for 
any two of those vertices v.,v. w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.) > r. Another way of i J i J i J i J 
saying this is that for every set of p+l vertices there are at least two 
of those vertices, say v.,v., such that w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.) Sr. Hence i J i J i J i J 
(I.27) holds iff (I.28) holds, were (I.28) is given by 
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(I .28) maxI {I }•III- +!{min .. I··.i·{w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.)}} s r. D ~ , • .• , n • -p i, J E • i T J i J i J i J 
Let us derive similar duality results for the round-trip covering prob-
lem (I.19) and the linear round-trip p-center problem. Consider the 
shortest path P(a.,b.) and P(a.,b.). If these paths intersect, then we de-
i i J J 
fine the distance D(P.,P.) between these paths to be zero. If the paths do 
i J 
not intersect, then define c.(c.) to be the unique point on P(a.,b.) i J i i 
(P(a.,b.)) closest to P(a.,b.)(P(a.,b.)). (See Figure 1.29). The points 
J J J J i i 
c.,c. are unique since we have a tree. 
i J 
a. 
i 
a. 
J 
b. 
Figure I.29. D(P. ,P.) = d(c. ,c.). 
i J i J 
If P(a.,b.) and P(a.,b.) do not intersect, then we define D(P.,P.) 
i i J J i J 
We conclude that in both cases 
(I. 30) D (P., P.) 
i J 
H d (a . , a . ) +d (b . , b . ) -d (a . , b . ) -d (a . , b . ) ] • 
iJ iJ ii JJ 
d(c. ,c.). 
i J 
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With respect to (1.19) let us define Ti to be the set of all points of 
T with the property that a facility at such a point can serve client i with-
in distance r~, i.e., T~ = {y ET I ~[d(a.,y)+d(b.,y)-d(a.,b.)] $ r.}, 
L L 1 1 1 1 1 
i = 1,2, ... ,m. Note that r. ~ 0 implies T. # ~. 
1 1 
LEMMA 1.3.1. T. n T. # ~ iff D(P.,P.) $ r. + r .• 
1 J 1 J 1 J 
PROOF. If x ET. n T., then D(P.,P.) = ![d(a.,a.)+d(b.,b.)-d(a.,b.)-d(a.,b.)J 
-- 1 J 1] 1] 1] 11 JJ 
$ ![d(a.,x)+d(x,a.)+d(b.,x)+d(x,b.)-d(a.,b.)-d(a.,b.] $ r. + r .. 
1. J 1 J 11 JJ 1 J 
Conversely if D(P.,P.) $ r. + r., then if P(ai,b.) and P(a.,bj) inter-
11 J 1 J 1 J 
sect any point x in the intersection satisfies x E Tin Tj. If P(ai,bi) and 
P(a.,b.) do not intersect, then d(c.,c.) $ r. + r., where c.,c. are defined 
JJ 1] 1 J 1] 
in Figure 1.29. According to Lemma 1.20 there exist a point x such that 
d(c~,x) $ r. and d(c.,x) $ r .. Then 
L 1 J J 
d (a. , x) +d (x, b.) -d (a. , b.) $ d (a. , c. ) +d (c. , b.) +2d (c. , x) -d (a. , b.) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2d ( c . , x) $ 2r .• 
1 1 
Hence x ET .• Equivalently x ET .. Hence x ET. n T .• 0 
1 J 1 J 
If we construct the intersection graph G = ({l, •.• ,m},E) corresponding 
to T1, ••• ,Tm, then [i,j] EE iff D(P.,P.) $ r. + r .• Equivalent to (2.23) 
1 J 1 J 
we obtain the strong duality 
(I. 32) max{III D(P.,P.) > r. + r., i,j EI, i # j, I~ {l, ••• ,m}} 
1 J 1 J 
min{IXI D(Ji,X) $ ri' i = l, •.• ,m, X c T}. 
If we define the transportation cost of the linear round-trip p-center 
problem by 
(I. 33) i I, ... ,m, 
then we obtain the following strong duality result for the linear round-
trip p-center problem: 
(I. 34) maxic{J }·III- +l{min .. I··-.1·{w.w.D(P.,P.)/(w.+w.)}} 
_ , •.• ,m. -p 1,JE .1rJ 1J 1 J 1 J 
miIL T·IXI- {max._ 1 {w.D(J.,X)}}. x~ • -p 1- , ••• ,m 1 1 
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The duality results of Theorem 1.24 and of (1.34) are important since it 
provides us with a set (of polynomial size) of values to which the optimum 
valuer of the p-center problems belongs. For the p-center problem this is p 
the set R given by 
(I. 35) R = {w.w.d(v.,v.)/(w.+w.) I i,j 1J 1 J 1 J 1,2, ••• ,n}. 
Since the optimum value r of the p-center problem is the smallest value r p 
in the set R for which the covering problem (1.18) with ri = r/Wi has an 
optimal solution less than or equal to p, and since there exists an O(n) 
algorithm to solve the covering problem (1.18) (KARIV and HAKIMI 1979). 
We can solve the p-center problem efficiently as a sequence of covering 
problems. 
In case w. = 1, i = 1,2, •.. ,n, an O(nlogn) implementation of this 
1 
approach is given by FREDERICKSON and JOHNSON [1983]. It is based on an 
efficient search of the set R (see (1.35)) without explicitly generating it. 
Note that generating the set R takes O(n2) time. 
2 
In case of arbitrary weights wi, i = l, ... ,n an O(nlog nloglogn) im-
plementation is given by MEGIDDO and TAMIR [ 1983]. 
For the round-trip p-center problem the optimum value r belongs to p 
the set S given by 
( 1 • 36) S = {w.wJ·D(P.,P.)/(w.+w.) I i,j 1 1 J 1 J 1, ..• ,m}. 
The optimum value r of the round-trip p-center is the smallest value r in p 
the set S for which the covering problem (1.19) with r. = r/w. has an op-1 1 
timal solution less than or equal to p. We will describe next an O(nm) al-
gorithm to solve the covering problem (1.19). Using a median finding pro-
cedure on the set S we can solve the round-trip p-center problem as a 
sequence of O(logm) covering problems. The median finding procedure works 
as follows: First we find the median of the set S (the median of a set of k 
elements is the [~] largest element. It can be found in O(k) time (see 
AHO, HOPCROFT and ULLMAN [1974])) and solve the covering p_roblem for this 
value. If the solution of the covering problem is less than or equal top, 
then all values greater than the median can be deleted from the set S, else 
all values smaller than the median can be deleted from S. Since in each 
step we delete half the total number of elements from the set S after 
O(logm) iteration we have found the optimum value. The complexity of 
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finding all the medians is O(m2)+0(!m2)+0(!m2)+ •.• +O((Dkm2) 
where k is such that (!)km2 $ I. Note that k = O(logm). 
Let us now describe the round-trip covering algorithm. 
2 O(m ), 
During each iteration of the algorithm the original tree is partitioned 
into two subgraphs: one green, the other brown. The green subgraph is al-
ways a tree, denoted by GT, while the brown subgraph consists of one or 
more sub trees of the original tree T, each of which is "rooted" at a ver-
tex of the green tree. By convention a root t will be in both GT and the 
associated brown subtree, denoted by BT(t). Given a brown sub tree BT(t) 
we have the following sets and values 
I 
assigned to the root t: 
- It denotes the set of all indices i such that either ai or bi belongs to 
such that client i is not served within distance ri by any 
located so far at BT(t), i.e. d(a.,x)+d(b.,x)-d(a.,b.) > 2r .• 
BT(t), and 
facility x 
2 i i i i i 
- It denotes the set of all indices i such that both ai and bi belong to 
BT(t), and such that client i is not served within distance ri by any 
facility x located so far at BT(t). 
2 
- c~(t) = r~ - ![d(a.,t)+d(b.,t)-d(a.,b.)] for every i E It. 
L L i i i i 
The following observation clarifies the meaning of the value ci(t), which 
will always be nonnegative. Since client i is not served by a facility 
located at BT(t), it must be served by a facility x not located at BT(t), 
i.e., d(a.,x)+d(x,b.)-d(a~,b.) $ 2r .• Since a.,b. E BT(t) we have i i L i i i i 
d(a.,x)+d(b:,x)-d(a.,b.) $ 2r .• Since a.,b. E BT(t) we have i r i i i i i 
d(a.,x)+d(b.,x) = d(a.,t)+d(b.,t)+2d(t,x). It follows that x serves client i i i i 
i within distance r. iff d(t,x) $ c.(t). 
i i • 2 
- co(t) =min. I2 
iE t 
{ci(t)}, c0 (t) = 00 if It=~. 
- d(t) denotes the distance from t to the nearest facility located at BT(t), 
d(t) = 00 if there is no facility located at BT(t). 
Let k denote the number of facilities located so far and let 
IS {1,2, ... ,m} denote the set of indices i for which we have not yet de-
termined whether client i is served within distance r. by a facility located 
i 
so far. 
At each iteration we select a tip vertex t of GT if GT= {t}, then 
k := k+I, ~ t and we stop. If GT~ {t}, then let v(t) be the vertex of 
GT adjacent to t. We delete [t,v(t)] from GT and add this together with 
BT(t) to BT(v(t)) to form the new BT(v(t)). If c0 (t) < d(t,v(t)), then 
k:= k+l and~ is defined to be the point on ~t,v(t)J at distance c0 (t) 
I 2 from t. We calculate the new sets 
2 for all i E Iv(t)' and the set I. 
and values Iv(t)'Iv(t)'d(v(t)), ci(v(t)) 
If I = ~. then we stop. Otherwise we 
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continue with the next iteration. 
Let us now consider the problem of finding the sets and values assigned 
to v(t) during an iteration. 
Ca..6e A. 
Ca..6e A. I. 
c0 (t) < d(t,v(t)). 
{a.,b.} is included in BT(v(t)). There are three possibilities 
1 1 
Ca..6e A.I.I. Both vertices are in BT(t), i.e., i EI;. 
Since d(t,~) = c0 (t) s ci(t) for all i EI; client i can be 
served by ~ and i can be deleted from I. 
Ca..6e A.1.2. Both vertices are in the old BT(v(t)), i.e., i E I~(t)" 
Client i is not served by a facility at the old BT(v(t)), but 
it is served by a facility at the new BT(v(t)) iff it is served 
by~· i.e., iff d(v(t),~) s ci(v(t)) (or equivalently 
d(t,v(t)) - c0 (t) 5 c.(v(t))). If this condition holds, then i 
1 2 
can be deleted from I, else i E Iv(t)" 
Ca..6e A.1.3. One vertex is in BT(t) and the other vertex is in the old 
BT(v(t)), i.e., i EI! n I~(t)" Since~ is on the shortest 
path P(ai,bi) client i is served by ~ and i can be deleted 
from I. 
The values of c.(v(t)) for those i which are not deleted remain the same. 
1 
Furthermore we have i(v(t)) = min{d(v(t)), d(t,v(t)) - c0 (t)}. 
Either a. or b. is contained in BT(v(t)). There are two pos-
1 1 
Ca..6e A. 2. 
sibilities. 
C 2 I . . ( ) . . l\ I Me A ... The vertex 1s 1n BT t, 1.e., 1 E It Iv(t)' 
Since ~ is on P(ai,bi) client i is served by~ and i can be 
deleted from I. 
Ca..6e A.2.2. The vertex is in the old BT(v(t)). 
Ca..6e B 
Ca..6e B. I. 
Client i is not served by a facility in the old BT(v(t)) but 
it served by a facility in the new BT(v(t)) iff it is served 
by x. . Since d(a. ,x)+d(b. ,x)-d(a. ,b.) = 
k 1 1 1 1 
= d(a.,v(t))+d(b.,v(t))+2d(v(t),x. )-d(a.,b.) = 2d(v(t),x.) 1 1 k 1 1 k 
client i can be served by~ iff d(v(t),~) 5 ri (or equivalent-
ly d(t,v(t))-c0 (t) s r.). If this condition holds, then i can 
i I 
be deleted from I, else i E Iv(t)" 
co(t) ~ d(t,v(t)). 
{ai,bi} is included in BT(v(t)). There are three possibilities. 
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Ca..6e B.1.1. Both vertices are in BT(t), i.e., i EI~ 
Client i is not served by any facility located at BT(t), but 
is served by a facility in the new BT(v(t)) iff it is served by 
the facility x in the old BT(v(t)) closest to v(t), i.e., iff 
d(t,v(t)) + d(v(t)) s c.(t). If this condition holds, then i 
l. • 2 
can be deleted from I, else i E· Iv(t). 
2 Ciu.e B.1.2. Both vertices are in the old BT(v(t)), i.e., i E Iv(t)" 
Equivalent to Case B.1.1 we find that i can be deleted from 
I iff d(t,v(t))+d(t) s ci(v(t)), else i E I~(t)" 
Ca..6e B.1.3. One vertex is in BT(t) and the other vertex in BT(v(t)), i.e., 
. I I 
l. E It n Iv ( t) • 
Client i is not served by a facility in BT(v(t)) and 
c.(v(t)) := r .. 
l. l. 
We have d(v(t)) = min{d(v(t)),d(t,v(t))+d(t)}. 
Ca..6 e B. 2. Either a. or b. is contained in BT(v(t)). There are two pos-l. l. 
s ibili ties. 
Ca..6e B.2.1. The vertex is in BT(t), i.e. i E I!\I~(t)" 
Client i is not served by a facility in BT(t), but is served by 
a facility in the new BT(v(t)) iff it is served by the facility 
x in BT(v(t)) closest to v(t). Since 
d(ai,x)+d(bi,x)-d(ai,bi) = d(ai,v(t))+d(bi,v(t))+2d(v(t),x)-
-d(a.,b.) = 2d(v(t),x) = 2d(v(t)). 
l. l. 
client i is served by x iff d(v(t)) s r .. If this condition 
l. 
holds, then i can be deleted from I, else i E I~(t)" 
Ciu.e B.2.2. The vertex is in the old BT(v(t)). i.e., i E I 1( )\I 1• 
v t t 
Equivalent to Case B.2.1 i can be deleted from I iff 
d(t)+d(t,v(t)) s ri, else i E I~(t). 
Each iteration requires O(m) calculations. Since there are at most n itera-
tions, where n is the number of vertices in the tree, the total complexity 
is O(mn). We now proceed to prove the correctness of the algorithm. 
LEMMA 1.3.7. The algorithm constructs a feasible solution _X to the round-
trip covering problem with IX! s m. 
PROOF. An index i is deleted from {1,2, •.. ,m} only when client i is served 
by a facility located so far. The algorithm stops when all indices have been 
deleted or when the green tree consists of a single point t. In the former 
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case all clients are served. In the latter case the set I of clients which 
2 2 
are not yet served is equal to It Since ci(t) ~ 0 for all i E It these 
clients are served by the facility we locate at t. Hence X is a feasible 
solution. IXI ~ m since each time we locate a facility at least one index 
is deleted from I. D 
Let the algorithm construct a feasible solution X = {x 1,x2, ••• ,xp}. 
We define t. to be the tip vertex of GT chosen by the algorithm in the 
l. 
iteration during which x. was located. Note that after this iteration all 
l. 
pairs {ak,bk} which have at least one vertex in BT(ti) are served. If x. l. 
is located at distance c0 (ti) from ti on [ti,v(ti)], then we assume for 
notational convenience that the minimum in c0 (t.) is attained for c. (t.). l. . l. l. 
If x is located when the green tree consists of a single point t , then 
we a~sume for notational convenience that p E I 2 p tp 
LEMMA 1.38. Under the assumption made above we have D(P.,P.) > r.+r .• 
l. J l. J 
PROOF. First assume that x is located when the green tree 
a single point t . Since p 
p 2 l' . db p E I c ient p is not serve y 
tp 
GT consists of 
facility Xi, 
i 1, •.• ,p-1. This implies 
(I) Both a and b are not in BT(t.) p p l. 
(2) d(a ,x.)-d(a ,b )+d(b ,x.) > 2r . p l. p p p l. p 
Since both a. and b. are in BT(t.) and d(a.,x.)-d(a.,b.)+d(b.,x.) = 2r .. 
l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. l. 
We have D(P.,P ) ![d(a.,a )+d(b.,b )-d(a. ,b.)-d(a ,b )] 
l. p l. p l. p l. l. p p 
![d(a. ,x.)+d(x. ,a )+d(b. ,x. )+d(x. ,b )-d(a. ,b .)-d(a ,b )] 
l. l. l. p l. l. l. p l. l. p p 
![2r.+d(x.,a )+d(x.,b )-d(a ,b )] > r.+r. 
l. l. p l. p p p l. p 
If both facilities x.,x. (i<j) are located in the case GT consists of at 
l. J 
least one edge we consider two cases. 
Case 1. If BT(t.) ~ BT(t.), then a.,b. i BT(t.) and client j is not served 
l. J J J l. 
by x 1., i.e., d(a.,x.)-d(a.,b.)+d(b.,x.) > 2r .. We have Jl. JJ Jl. J 
D (P. , P.) ! [ d (a. , a.) +d (b. , b.) -d (a. , b.) -d (a. , b . ) ] 
l.J l.J l.J l.l. JJ 
! [ d (a . , x. ) +d ( x. , a . ) +d (b . , x. ) +d ( x . , b . ) -d (a . , b . ) -d (a . b . ) l 
l. l. l. J l. l. l. J l. l. J' J 
> r. +r .• 
l. J 
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Case 2. If BT(t.) i BT(t.), then we have 
1 J 
D(P. ,P .) ![d(a. ,a.)+d(b. ,b.)-d(a. ,b. )-d(a. ,b.)] 1J 1J 1J 11 JJ 
![d(a. ,x.)+d(x. ,x.)+d(x. ,a.)+d(x. ,x.)+d{x. ,b .)+d(b. ,x.) 11 1J JJ 1J JJ 11 
- d(a.,b.)-d(a.,b.)].= !(2r.+2r.+2d(x.,x.J) > r.+r .• D 11 JJ 1 J 1J 1J 
According to Lemma 1.31 two clients i and j can only be served by the 
same facility iff D(P.,P.) s r.+r .• We conclude from Lemma 1.38 that we 
1 J 1 J 
need at least p facilities to serve all clients. Since we have a feasible 
solution with p facilities this solution must be optimal. 
Let us return to the nonlinear round-trip p-center problem 
(I. 39) min r 
s.t. f.(D(J.,X) s r, i 
1 1 
X ~ T, 
JXJ= p. 
I, ... ,m 
Define o. = max{D{J.,x) ] x ET}, T) = min._ 1 {f.{o.)}, 1 1 1- , ... ,m 1 1 
a= max._ 1 {f.(O)}. We may assume without loss of generality that 1- , ••• ,m 1 
a < n. If a = f (0) ~ f (o ) = n, then f (D(J ,X)) ~ f {D(J ,X)) for all s t t s s t t 
X and the constraint corresponding to ft is redundant in (1.39) and can 
therefore be deleted. 
Th f . f-I f-I . . . d h e unction . + . 1s 1ncreas1ng an as as 
1 J 
[max[f.(O),f.(0)], min[f.(o.),f.(o.)JJ. Define L .. = 
1 J - I !. J 1 . J J 1J f.(O)J) and u .. =(f. +f. )(m1nLf.(o.),f.(o.)J). Then J 1J 1 J 1 1 J J 
domain [L . ., U .. ] . 
domain 
-1 -1 (f. +f. )(max[f.(0), 
1
-1 J_l -I 1 (f. +f. ) has as 
1 J 
. 
1 J 1 J -I -I -1 Define£ .. = (f. +f. ) (max[L . .,D(P.,P.)]). In order for £ .. to be 1J 1 J 1J 1 J 1J 
well defined D(P.,P.) s U .. must hold. Without loss of generality assume 1 J 1J 
-I f.(o.) s f.(o.). We shall prove D(P.,P.) so.= o .+f. (f.(O)) s 1 1 -I J J !.J J 1 1 J J 
S o.+f. (f.(o.)) = U .. (Note that f. is increasing and 1 J 1 1 1J J 
f.(O) < f.(o.) since a< n). Choose x E P(a.,b.). Then J 1 1 J J 
D (P. ,P .) = ![d(a. ,a.)+d(b. ,b .)-d(a. ,b .)-d(a .,b.)] s ![d(a. ,x)+d{x,b .)+d(b ,x)+ 1J 1J 1J 11 JJ 1 1 j 
d(x,a.)-d(a.,b.)-d(a.,l:i.)] = ![d(a.,x)+d(b.,x)-d(a.,b.)] so .. J 1 1 J J 1 1 1 1 !.I -I £ .. is so defined that for a valuer, as r s T) D(P.,P.) sf. (r)+f. (r) is 1J 1 J 1 J 
equivalent to£ .. s r. 1J 
We obtain the following duality result for the nonlinear round-trip 
p-center problem. 
THEOREM 1.40. max1 {I . 1 _ +l{max{a,min .. 1 .. 4 .fa .. }}} !'.:; , ••• ,m. -p i,JE .l.rJ l.J 
PROOF. Note that both sides are between a and n. We shall prove that the 
righthand side is less than or equal to r iff the lef thand side is less 
than or equal to r, for all r, a $ r $ n. 
minxcT·!X!= {max.=I {f.(D(J.,X))}} $ r ~ . p l. ' .•• ,m i l. 
iff 
min{!XI IX'.::: T, f.(D(.1.,X)) $ r, i l. l. I , ... , m} $ p 
iff 
I , ... ,m} $ p 
(since a $ r $ n we have 
$ r iff 
iff 
D(J.,X) l. 
-1 
$ fi (r)) 
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max{ II! J rc{J, ••• ,m}, D(P.,P.) > f: 1(r)+f: 1(r), i,j EI, i # jhp 
- l. J l. J 
(Lellillla 1.31). Since 
-1 -1 D(P.,P.) $f. (r)+f. (r) iff £ •• $ r 
l. J l. J l.J 
the last statement is equivalent to 
max1 {I } I I 1{min.. . 4 .{£ .. }} $ r. D 
'.::: , ••• ,m : I =p+ i,Jcl:irJ l.J 
We can obtain similar results for the nonlinear p-center problem. 
These results can be found in Tansel, Francis, Lowe and Chen [1980]. 
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CHAPTER 2 
2. PROBLEMS WITH DIFFERENT SETUP COSTS 
Let T = (V,E) be a tree with n vertices vi, i = 1,2, .•• ,n and let cj 
be the setup cost for locating a facility at vertex v., j = 1,2, .•• ,n. 
J 
In the center problem with different setup costs we are locating facilities 
at the vertices so as to minimize the maximum transportation cost under the 
condition that the total setup costs may not exceed the upperbound B. The 
transportation cost is assumed to be an increasing function of the distance 
between a client and the closest facility. Each facility has a sufficient 
capacity to serve all clients. For ease of exposition we will assume the 
transportation cost to be a linear function of the distance between client 
and facility, but this is by no means a restriction. We can formulate this 
center problem as 
minS V Sf~·' < B{max.=I {w.d(v.,S}}, ~' ·lj:v.EScj - 1 , ••• ,n 1 1 
J 
( 2. I) 
where S denotes the subset of vertices at which facilities will be located, 
'· Sc. is the corresponding setup cost, and w.d(v.,S) is the transpor-L.J :v · E J 1 1 tati~n cost associated with client i located at v .. Another way of for-
1 
mulating this problem is the following. 
(2.2) min r 
s.t. w.d(v.,S) s r, i 
1 1 
l· S c. 5 B, 
J:V/ J 
S~V,Sf~. 
I, .... , n, 
Since we are minimizing the value of r it will be equal to the maximum 
transportation cost. We say that client i is served within distance r by a set of 
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facilities S iff w.d(v.,S) s r. A problem related to the center problem l. l. 
is the covering problem in which for a given value of r we want to minimize 
the setup costs needed to serve each client within distance r. 
A formulation of the covering problem is given by 
(2.3) min l,j:v.E:S c. 
J J 
s.t. w.d(v. ,S) 5 r, i = 1, ••• ,n, l. l. 
s ~ v, s 1' 13. 
As in Chapter I it is easy to see that the optimum value of the center 
problem is the smallest valuer in the set {w.d(v.,v.)li,j = I, ... ,n} for l. l. J 
whinh the covering problem (2.3) has an optimum value less than or equal 
to B. Therefore a polynomial algorithm to solve the covering problem would 
result in a polynomial time algorithm to solve the center problem. 
We can formulate (2.3) as a set covering problem. Define the (0,1)-
matrix A = (a .. ) by 
l.J 
(2.4) a .. l.J iff w.d(v.,v.) s r. l. l. J 
Then the following set covering problem is equivalent to (2.3). 
(2.5) min 11_1 1 c.x. LJ= J J 
S.t. 1 1.1 1 a .. x. 2: 1, i = 1,2, .•. ,n, L.J= l.J J 
x. E: {0,I}, j = 1,2, •.• ,n, 
J 
where x. = 1 iff a facility is established at vertex j; I1.1 1 a .. x. counts 
J J= l.J J 
the number of established facilities which can serve client i within dis-
tance r. 
Another problem with different setup costs is the simple plant loca-
tion problem. In the simple plant location problem we locate facilities at 
the vertices so as to minimize the sum of the setup costs and the transpor-
tation costs. We can formulate this problem as 
(2.6) min8 v s~rt{l·. s c.+ I.1.1 1 w.d(v.,S)}. ~ , T'P J • V / J 'l.= l. l. 
We shall demonstrate next that the simple plant location problem can be 
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formulated as a set covering problem. 
For each vertex vi we denote by 0 = ril S ri 2 s ... s rin the sorted 
sequence of distances from vi to all vertices, including vi itself. We de-
fine ri,n+I 00 • If there is no established facility within distance rik 
from vi' then the closest established facility is at a distance of at least 
r. k 1• In this case the transportation cost for client i is increased from i, + 
w.r.k to at least w.r. k 1• Therefore we can consider the difference i i i i, + 
w.(r. k 1-r.k) as a cost for not establishing a facility within distance i i, + i 
rik f~om vi. This is the motivation behind the set covering problem. Define 
then x n (0,1)-matrix A= (a.k .) by 
i ,J 
(2.7) iff i,j,k I, ... ,n. 
The set covering fromulation of the simple plant location problem is given 
by 
(2.8) 
s.t. l~ 1 a.k .x. + zi.k ~ I, 
"J = i 'J J i,k I, ... ,n, 
zik E {0,1}, i,k = l, ••• ,n, 
x. E {0,1}, 
J 
j I, ... ,n, 
where x. = I iff a facility is established at vertex v., z.k = I iff there J J i 
is no facility established within distance rik from client i located at vi. 
To see that (2.8) is a correct formulation of the simple plant loca-
tion problem first note that since r. 1 = 00 we have z. = 0, i.e. n . i,n+ in ,1~ a .. x. = '· 1 x. ~ I. In order to prove the correctness of (2.8) 
· '".i=I in,J J LJ= J · 
we shall fix the x. variables (Let S = {v. Jx.=1}, sJ;,(11) and show that if we J J J 
minimize over the zik variables the optimum value is given by 
L· Sc. + l~ 1 w.d(v.,S). This shows that (2.8) is equivalent to (2.6). J:VjE J i= i i 
Let t(i) be the smallest index such that r.t(") =min. 1{d(v.,v.)}. i i J:x·= i J 
Then the number of facilities established within distance r.kJfrom v. is i i 
zero fork< t(i) and at least one fork~ t(i). Since the coefficient of 
zik in the objective function is nonnegative the optimum value of zik is 
given by zik = 0 fork 2 t(i) and zik = I fork< t(i). Substituting this 
in the objective function gives the value 
(Note that ril = O). 
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We claim that we can solve the set covering problems (2.5) and (2.8) in 
polynomial time. Since the set covering problem is known to be NP-hard 
the matrix A in (2.5) and (2.8) must have a special structure in order to 
enable us to solve the problem in polynomial time. 
Define a neighborhood subtree N(x,r) of a tree to be all points of the 
tree which are within distance r (called the radius) of the point x (called 
the center). For the matrix A in (2.5) and (2.8) rows correspond to neigh-
borhood subtrees and columns correspond to vertices and we have a one in the 
corresponding position iff the vertex is in the neighborhood subtree, i.e., 
(2.4) is equivalent to 
(2.9) a .. LJ iff 
and (2.7) is equivalent to 
(2. 10) a.k. =I iff v. c: N(v.,r.k). 
L ,J J L L 
We say that the matrix A in (2.5) and (2.8) is the intersection matrix of 
neighborhood subtrees versus vertices. 
The polynomial time algorithm to solve set covering problems like 
(2.5) and (2.8) defined on the intersection matrix of neighborhood sub-
trees of a tree versus the vertices of a tree, consists of two phases. In the 
first phase we permute the rows and permute the columns of the matrix such 
that the transformed matrix is in standard greedy form. A (0,1)-rnatrix is 
in standard greedy form if it does not contain any two rows and any two 
columns such that the corresponding 2x2 submatrix has· the form 
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(2. 11) 
In the seaond phase of the algorithm we solve the set covering problem 
on a matrix in standard greedy form. 
Let us first concentrate on the first phase. In order to find the 
desired permutations we have to study the properties of neighborhood sub-
trees. 
A neighborhood subtree of a tree T can be viewed as a generalization 
of a subinterval of a fixed interval [a,b]. Neighborhood subtrees have 
some of the nice properties of subintervals. For example the intersection 
of two neighborhood subtrees is again a neighborhood subtree. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let N(x 1,r 1) and N(x2 ,r2) be neighborhood subtrees of a tree T 
with N(x 1,r 1) n N(x2 ,r2) f 0. Then the interseation is a neighborhood sub-
tree. 
PROOF. According to Lemma 1.20 N(x 1,r1) n N(x2 ,r2) f 0 iff d(x 1,x2) s r 1 + r 2• 
without loss of generality assume r 1 s r 2• 
If r 1+d(x 1,x2) s r 2 , then N(x 1,r 1) ~ N(x2 ,r2). This follows from the 
triangular inequality since d(y,x 1) s r 1 implies d(y,x2) s d(y,x 1)+d(x 1,x2) 
s r 1+d(x 1,x2) s r 2. 
If r 2 < r 1+d(x 1,x2), then define z to be the point on P(x 1,x2) at 
distance !(r1-r2+d(x 1,x2)) from x 1 and defines= !(r 1+r2-d(x 1,x2)). We 
claim that N(x 1,r1) n N(x2 ,r2) = N(z,s). This can be proved as follows. 
Let y E N(x 1,r 1) n N(x2 ,r2). Since z E P(x 1,x2) we have z E P(x 1,y) 
and/or z E P(x2 ,y). (Here we use the tree property). Assume z E p(x2 ,y) 
(The case z E P(x1 ,y) can be treated similarly). We have 
d(y,z) d(x2 ,y) - d(x2 ,z) s r 2 - d(x2 ,z) 
r 2 - !(r2-r 1+d(x 1,x2)) 
!(r1+r2-d(x 1,x2)) = s. 
Conversely, let d(y,z) s s. Then we have 
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The most important property for neighborhood subtrees is a generaliza-
tion of a property which is trivial for subintervals and which states that 
for two subintervals I 1,I2 of [a,b] containing a, we have I 1 S I 2 or I 2 S I 1• 
THEOREM 2.13 (KOLEN 1983). Let N(x 1,r 1) and N(x2,r2) be two neighborhood 
suhtrees containing an endpoint t 1 of a longest path P(t 1,t2) in the tree. 
Then N(x 1,r 1) s N(x2,r2) or N(x2,r2) s N(x 1,r 1). 
PROOF. Define si to be the point in N(xi,ri) closest to t 2 on P(t 1,t2). 
Without loss of generality assume d(t2 ,s 2) $ d(t2 ,s 1). We claim that 
N(x1,r 1) ~ N(x2,r2). If s 2 = t 2 , then N(x2 ,r2) = T (see Lemma 2.17) and 
the result holds. 
If s 2 f t 2 , then 
(2. 14) i 1,2. 
If d(x. ,s.) was strictly less than r., then there is a point in N(x. ,r.) 
i i i i i 
closer to t 2 on P(t 1,t2) than d(t2 ,si); contradicting the definition of si. 
Let zi be the midpoint of P(t 1,si)' i = 1,2. Since d(xi,si) = 
ri ~ d(xi,t 1) we have zi E P(xi,si)' i.e., 
(2. 15) r.' i i I ,2. 
We claim that N(x.,r.) = N(z.,d(z.,s.)), i = 1,2. 
i i i i i 
Let us first prove that N(z.,d(z.,s.)) c N(x.,r.). Let y E N(z;,d(z;,s;)). i i i - i i L L L 
Then d(x.,y) $ d(y,z.) + d(z.,x.) $ d(z.,s.) + d(z.,x.) = r. (see (2.15)). 
i i i i i i i i i 
To prove N(x;,r;) s N(z.,d(z.,s.)) choose y E N(x. ,r.). Since 
L L i i i i i 
z. E P(x.,s.) we have z. E P(y,x.) and/or z. E P(y,s.). If z. E P(y,s.), 
i i i i i i i i i 
then d(y,zi) $ d(zi,tl) since otherwise P(y,t2) would be a longer path than 
P(t 1,t2). Since d(z.,t 1) = d(z.,s.) we have d(z.,y) $ d(z.,s.). If i i i i i i 
z. E P(y,x.), then d(y,z.) = d(y,x.)-d(x.,z.)$r.-d(x.,z.) = d(z.,s.) 
i i i i i i i i i i i 
(see (2.15)). 
It is now a simple matter to show that N(x 1 ,r1) s N(x~,r2 ) (or equiv-
alently N(z 1,d(z 1,s 1)) s N(z2 ,d(z 2 ,s2))). We have the situation of Figure 2.16. 
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Figure 2.16. Situation on P(t 1,t2). 
Let y E N(z 1,d(z 1,s 1)). Then we have d(z 2 ,y) s d(z2 ,z 1) + d(z 1,y) s 
d(z2 ,z 1)+d(z 1,s 1) = d(z2 ,z 1)+d(z 1,t 1) = d(z 2 ,t 1) = d(z2 ,s 2). Hence 
y E N(z2 ,d(z2 ,s2)). 0 
LEMMA 2.17. If N(x,r) is a neighborhood subtree containing a longest path 
P(t 1,t2) of the tree T, then N(x,r) = T. 
PROOF. Let z be the midpoint on P(t 1,t2). It is easy to see that 
T. If there exists an y E T such that d(z,y) > d(z,t 1) then 
either P(v,t 1) or P(y,t2) is a longer path than P(t 1,t2). Let y ET. Without 
loss of generality assume z E P(x,t 1). Then 
d(y,x) s d(y,z)+d(z,x) d(y,z)+d(x,t 1)-d(z,t 1) 
s d(x,t 1) (since y E N(z,d(z,t 1)) T) 
s r (since t 1 E N(x,r)). 0 
The result of Theorem 2.13 is no longer true if we consider two neigh-
borhood subtrees which have an arbitrary tip vertex, i.e. a vertex which is 
adjacent to only one other vertex, in common. This is shown by the following 
example on the tree given by Figure 2.18. N(x 1,3) and N(x2 ,3) both contain 
vertex 4 but none is contained in the other. 
2 5 
(2) (2) 
(4) (I) (I) (2) 
xl 3 x2 8 
(2) (2) 
4 7 
Figure 2. 19. Tree of example. 
We are now able to describe the permutation of the columns of the inter-
section matrix of neighborhood subtrees versus vertices, needed to trans-
form this matrix into standard greedy form. 
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The first column corresponds to an endpoint of the longest path in 
the tree. Then we delete this vertex and the corresponding edge from the 
tree. As our second column we take and endpoint of a longest path in the 
resulting tree and repeat the procedure. Another way of obtaining the per-
mutation is as follows. Fix one vertex v of the tree. Calculate the dis-
tances from v to all vertices and order them in nonincreasing order, say 
d(t 1,v) ~ d(t2 ,v) ~ ... ~ d(tn,v), where tn = v. Then tk is an endpoint of a 
longest path in the subtree induced by {tk,tk+l'''''tn} fork= l, ..• ,n. 
This is proved in Lerrnna 2.20. Hence if we let column k correspond to tk 
we have obtained the desired permutation in O(nlogn) time. 
LEMMA 2.20. Let v be a vertex of a tree T and let t 1 be the vertex of Tat 
the largest distance from v. Then t 1 is endpoint of a longest path in the 
tree T. 
PROOF. Suppose t 1 is not endpoint of a longest path. Let P(p,q) be a longest 
path and let w be the unique point on P(p,q) closest to v. We have 
w E P(t 1,p) and/or w E P(t 1,q). Assume without loss of generality that 
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w E p(t 1 ,p). Then d(t 1 ,w) < d(q,w) since otherwise P(t 1 ,p) would be at least 
as long as P(p,q); contradicting the fact that t 1 is not endpoint of a 
longest path. We have d(t,v) $ d(t 1 ,w) + d(w,v) < d(q,w) + d(w,v) d(q,v), 
contradicting the definition of t 1 as the point at largest distance from v. 
We conclude that t 1 is endpoint of a longest path in the tree. D 
Let us go back to the obtained permutation of the vertices of the 
tree and study the property of this permutation. We know from Theorem 2.13 
that all neighborhood subtrees containing t 1 (the endpoint of a longest path) 
can be totally ordered by inclusion, i.e., for any two neighborhood sub-
trees one is contained in the other. When we delete t 1 and the corresponding 
edge from the tree and from all neighborhood subtrees we are left with sub-
trees of the resulting tree. Fortunately these subtrees are again neighbor-
hood subtrees of the resulting tree. (Lemma 2 22). Therefore all neighbor-
hood subtrees containing t 2 (the endpoint of a longest path in the resulting 
tree) can be totally ordered by inclusion when restricted to the res.ulting 
tree. Repeating this argument we find that the intersection matrix of neigh-
borhood subtrees versus vertices, where the vertices are permutated such 
that ti is endpoint of a longest path in the subtree induced by 
{t.,t. 1, ... ,t }, i = l, .•. ,n, has the nest ordering property for rows. i i+ n 
(2.21) Am x n (0,1)-matrix has the nest ordering property for rows if for 
all j(l$j$n) the following holds: all rows having a one in column j can 
be totally ordered by inclusion when restricted to columns {j,j+l, ... ,n}. 
An equivalent definition is to say that the matrix does not contain any 
of the following two submatrices: 
r101], 
L 110 
n 110 i 
L 10 I J 
LEMMA 2.22. Let N(x,r) be a neighborhood subtree of a tree T containing a 
tip vertex t. Let T 1 be the tree resulting when we delete t and the adja-
cent edge from T. If N(x,r) n T1 f 0, then it is a neighborhood subtree of T1• 
PROOF. Assume N(x,r) n T1 f 0. Let v(t) be the vertex of T adjacent to t. 
If x E [t,v(t)], then define y = v(t) and s = r - d(x,v(t)). If x i [t,v(t)], 
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then define y = x and s r. It is easy to see that N(y,s) = N(x,r) n T1. D 
It is now only one more step to transform the intersection matrix of 
neighborhood subtrees versus vertices into standard greedy form. 
Let x and y be two (0,1)-vectors in 1Rn. We say that y is lexical larger 
than x if in the last coordinate in which they differ x has a zero and y 
has a one. Note that this concept is different from lexicographically larger 
in which the first position in which they differ is important. We say that 
x 1,x2 , •.. ,xm are ordered in lexical nondecreasing order if xi = xi+I or 
xi+I is lexical larger than xi' i l, ... ,m-1. A lexical ordering can be 
obtained in O(mn) time by a radix sort procedure (AHO, HOPCROFT and ULLMAN 
1974). 
LEMMA 2.23. If a (0,1)-matrix has the nest ordering property for rows and 
the rows are in lexical nondecreasing order, then the matrix is in stan-
dard greedy form. 
PROOF. Suppose that a forbidden 2x2 submatrix exists with rows i 1 ,i2 (i 1<i 2) 
and columns j 1,j 2(j 1<j 2). (See Figure 2.24). Since row i 2 is lexical larger 
than row i 1 the last column j 3 in which they differ has a one in row i 2 and 
a zero in row i 1• Since j 3 > j 2 the matrix of Figure 2.24 contradicts the 
nest ordering property for rows (see (2.21)). We conclude that A must be in 
standard greedy form. D 
Figure 2.24. Forbidden submatrix. 
This completes the first phase of the algorithm in which we transformed the 
intersection matrix of neighborhood subtrees versus vertices into standard 
greedy form. 
In the second phase we assume that the matrix A= (a .. ) is in standard 
1] 
greedy form and we solve the set covering problems related·to (2.5) and (2.8). 
Let us first solve the set covering problem to (2.5), i.e. 
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(2.25) min 'i:'° 1 c.x. lJ= J J 
s . t . lmJ. = 1 a .. x. ~ 1 , lJ J i 
X. E {0,1}, 
J 
I, ... ,n, 
j = I , ... ,m. 
The algorithm works on the Lp-relaxation of the set covering problem (2.25) 
given by 
(2.26) 
and its 
(2. 2 7) 
min Ij=I c.x. J J 
s. t. Ij=I a .. x. ~ lJ J 
x. ~ 
J 
dual problem given by 
max l~=I Yi 
s.t. ln1·=1 y.a .. $ 
1 lJ 
Yi ~ O, 
I ' i I, ... ,n, 
0, j I , .... ,m, 
j I, ... ,m 
i I , ... ,n. 
We will see that (2.26) has an optimal (0,1)-solution. The complementary 
slackness relations for these LP-problems are 
(2. 28) 
and 
(2.29) 
x.(}:~ 1 y.a .. -c.) = 0, J i= 1 lJ J 
y.(}:i:'° 1 a .. x.-1) = O, 1 J= lJ J 
j 1,2, ... ,m, 
i 1,2, ... ,n. 
In the first step of the algorithm we calculate a feasible solution to 
problem (2.27). This is done by the greedy algorithm, i.e., we calcualte y. 
1 
by increasing index of i and take it to be as large as possible with respect 
to the constraints. Hence 
(2.30) y. 
1 
,i-1 
min. I {cJ.- lk=I ykaJ.}, J :aij= k i l, ... ,n. 
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As an example consider the matrix in standard greedy form given by 
(2.31) and let c1 = 2, c2 
dure we find y 1 2, y2 
3, c3 = 3, c4 = 4, c5 = 3. Following the proce-
0, y3 = I, y4 = 3, Ys = 0. 
r1 0 0 01 I I I 0 ~, ; (2. 31) !O 0 
!o 0 0 0 J La 0 I I 
In order to describe the second step of the algorithm in which we con-
struct a (0,1)-solution x., j = 1,2, ..• ,m, we define the set I= {ily. > O} J 1 
and the set J = {j I /.,1: 1 y.a .. =c.}. Relation (2.28) tells us that we can 1= 1 1] J 
only take x. = I for j E J. Relation (2.29) tells us that if for some i E I 
J 
we have defined x. = for which a .. = I, then for all other indices k with 
J 1] 
aik = I we must have ~ = O. 
We construct the solution x, J0 = 1,2, ... ,m as follows. Define x. =I j J 
for the largest index j in the set J. Delete from J all indices k for which 
a .. = a.k =I for some i EI (Note that we are forced to do this in order 
1] 1 
to satisfy (2.29)) and repeat the procedure until J 0. All values x. which 
J 
have not been defined to be equal to one are set to zero. 
Let us go back to our example (2.31). We have I= {l,3,4} and 
J = {l,2,5}. We set x5 = I and delete 5 from J. Then we set x 2 and 
delete {1,2} from J and stop. An optimal solution with value six is ob-
tained by taking x2 = x5 = I. 
In order to prove that x., j = l, ••• ,m is a feasible solution which 
J 
together with yi' i = l, ..• ,n satisfies the complementary slackness rela-
tions (and hence is optimal) we have to show that (I). Each row i EI is 
covered exactly once by a column j for which x. = 1, and (2) Each row ii I 
J 
is covered at least once by a column j for which x. = L A row i is covered 
J 
by column j if a .. = I. 
1J 
Since 
(2.30)) yi 
constraint 
constraint 
yi' i = l, ••• ,n, was determined by the greedy algorithm (see 
> 0 implies that there exists an index j such that yi saturates 
. . ,i-1 d 1i If J, 1.e., lk=I yk~j < cj an lk=I yk~j= cj. yi saturates 
j, then j is a blocking constraint for yi. Note that blocking 
constraints belong to J and have the following property. 
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(2. 32). If constraint j is a blocking constraint for y i, i E I, then for a.· l 
k > i with ~j we have yk = O. 
LEMMA 2.33. Row i 3 i E I is covered exactly once by a column j for which 
xj = I. Furthermore j ~ k for all blocking constraint k for yi. 
PROOF. When x. = I then all columns k ~ j which cover a row i E I also 
J 
covered by column j are deleted from the set J. Therefore each row i E I 
is covered at most once. Let i E I. Consider the largest blocking constraint 
k for yi. We set~= I unless column k is deleted from J because there is 
a j > k with x. = I and a p EI such that a k =a . = I. It follows from 
J p PJ 
(2.32) that p < i. Since the matrix is in standard greedy form 
aik = apk = apj = I imply that aij = I , We conclude that row i E I is 
covered exactly once by a column j (with the property that j ~ k for all 
blocking constraint k for yi). D 
LEMMA 2.3.4. Each row i I I is covered at least once by a column j for 
which x. = I. 
J 
PROOF. Since yi = 0 it follows from the greedy algorithm that there exists 
,i-1 
a j E J such that lk=l yk~j = cj. Since cj > 0 there exists a p < i such 
that y > 0 and y saturates constraint j. Let k be the column covering row p p 
p. It follows from Lemma 2.33 that k ~ j. If k j, then the Lemma holds. 
If k > j, then a . =a k 
PJ P 
aij = I imply that aik = I. Hence column k covers 
row i. D 
Let us next look at the more complicated set covering problem cor-
respondin~ to (2.8), i.e., 
(2. 35) min Ij=I c.x. + I~=1 d.z. J J l. l. 
s. t. Ij=I a .. x. + z. ~ I ' i I, ..• ,n. l.J J l. 
z. E {0,1}, i I, ... ,n, l. 
x. E {O, I}, j I, ... ,m. 
J 
The algorithm to solve (2.35) is very similar to the algorithm to solve 
(2.25). It works on the LP-relaxation of the set covering problem given by 
(2. 36) min lJ=I c.x. + l~=I d.z. J J l. l. 
s.t. f:j=I c.x. + z. 2 I, i I, .•. ,n, J J l. 
z. 2 o, i 1, .•. ,n, l. 
x. 2 0, j I, .•. ,m, 
J 
and its dual problem given by 
(2.37) max /:~=I yi 
s. t. lni· = 1 y. a. . s c. , l. l.J J 
j I, ... ,m, 
0 s Yi s di' i I, ... ,n. 
The complementary slackness relations are given by 
(2.38) y. <I1? I a .. x.+z.-1) o, i I, ... ,n, l. J= l.J J l. 
(2.39) x. (/:1.1 I J i= y. a .. -c.) l. l.J J o, j I, ... ,m, 
(2. 40) z. (y.-d.) l. l. l. o, i I, ••• ,n. 
The algorithm starts by applying the greedy approach to the dual 
problem (2.37), i.e., we calculate yi by increasing index of i and take 
it to be as large as possible with respect to the constraints. Hence 
(2.41) yi = min{di' minj:a .. =l}{cj- /:~:: Yk~j}' 
l.J 
i = I, ... ,n. 
tu t . . "f \'i-1 d A value yi sa ra es constraint J i lk=I yk~j < cj' an 
constraint j is called a blocking constraint for y .. Let l. 
indices i such that y i saturates. a constraint. Define 
J = { j J /:1.1 I y. a. . = c. } . i= l. l.J J 
I~=1 yk~j = cj, 
I be the set of 
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We construct the solution x., j = l, ..• ,m, z., i = 1, •.. ,n as follows. J l. 
Define x. = I for the 
J 
largest index j in the set J. Delete from J all in-
dices k for which a .. l.J 
until J = 0. All values 
aik = I for some i E I, and repeat the procedure 
x. which have not been defined to be equal to one 
J 
are set to zero. If row i is not covered by a column j for which x. I, J 
then zi = I, else zi O. 
Clearly x,z and y are feasible solutions. In order to prove optimality 
(by showing that the complementary slackness relations hold) it is sufficient 
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to show that (I) Each row i E I is covered exactly once by a column j with 
x. I (hence z. O)' (2) Each row i i I, Yi = 0 is covered at least once J 1. 
by a column j with x. = I (hence z. 0) and (3) Each row i i I, y. d. J 1. 1. 1. 
is covered at most once by a column j with x. = I. 
J 
To prove (I) and (2) we can copy Lemma 2.33 and Lemma 2.34. 
LEMMA 2.42. Row i, yi =di' i i I is covered at most once by a column j with 
x. = I. 
J 
PROOF. Suppose there is a column k with ~ = I covering row i and let k be 
the smallest column with this property. Since i i I, there is an index 
p > i which saturates constraint k (Hence p E I). If row i was also covered 
by a column j; j > k with x. = I, then since the matrix is in standard 
J 
greedy form a.. a.k =a k =I imply that a.= I. This contradicts the l.J i P PJ 
fact that row p E I is covered exactly once. We conclude that row i is 
covered at most once. D 
This completes the description of the algorithms to solve set covering 
problems on matrices in standard greedy form. In HOFFMAN, KOLEN and 
SAKAROVITCH [1984] a more general algorithm was given to solve problems 
like (2.25) and (2.35) where the right hand side is replaced by bi' 
i = l, ... ,n satisfying b 1 2 b2 2 .•. 2 bn. In Chapter 6 we study matrices 
which can be transformed into standard greedy form. 
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CHAPTER 3 
3. THE p-MEDIAN PROBLEM WITH MUTUAL COMMUNICATION 
Let T = (V,E) be a tree with vertices vi' i = J, •.• ,n. In the p-median 
problem with mutual connnunication we want to locate p new facilities on the 
tree such that the sum of the transportation costs is minimal. There is commu-
nication between a client and perhaps more than one new facilities. Furthermore 
there is connnunication between new and existing facilities as well as be-
tween new facilities themselves. Assuming that the transportation cost are 
linear with respect to the distance travelled we can formulate the p-median 
problem with mutual communication as 
( 3. I) min {F(x)}, X={x 1 ,x2 , .•. ,xp} 
with F(x) =\~I\~ I a .. d(v.,x.)+! \~I \kP I S.kd(x.,x. ), li= lJ= 1-J 1- J l]= l = J J k 
where aij' i = J, ..• ,n, j = J, •.. ,p and sjk = skj j,k = l, ... ,p, are non-
negative integers, called weights. We will also use the terminology existing 
facility for a client. The weights are zero when there is no connnunication 
between the corresponding facilities. 
The p-median problem with mutual communication has been studied ex-
tensively in the plane using rectilinear distances. The rectilinear dis-
tance d(A,C) between points A = (a,b) and C = (c,d) in the plane is defined 
by d(A,C) = la-cl+ Jb-dJ. This problem can be separated into two indepen-
dent pro?lems on a line, one for each coordinate. Let a 1,a2 , •.. ,an' 
ai < ai+J' i = J,2, ••. ,n-1, be existing facility locations on a line. The 
p-median problem with mutual communication on a line can be formulated as 
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(3.2) 
There are essentially two approaches to solve the problem on a line. 
The first one is the direct search approach by PRITSKER & CHARE (1970), 
RAO (1973), JUEL & LOVE (1976), SHERALI & SHETTY (1978), and KOLEN (1981). 
The direct search approach is as follows. Start with some solution x1 with 
new facilities located at existing facility locations. Consider the set N q 
of new facilities located at some 
there is a subset S c N that can 
- q 
location (a 1 or a 1) such that 
existing facility location a (l~q~n). q If 
be moved to an adjacent existing facility 
the new solution x2 satisfies G(X2) < I q- q+ 
< G(X ), move that subset to the corresponding adjacent facility location. 
subset exists at any location Then repeat this procedure with x2. If no such 
we have found an optimal solution. A justification of the algorithm can be 
found in the linear programming formulation of the problem. RAO [1973] has 
proved through the negation of various alternatives that a single non-
degenerate simplex pivot can only result in the movement of a subset of new 
facilities at a given existing facility location to an adjacent facility 
location. We will show that the same result holds for the problem on a tree. 
In all algorithms proposed, the crucial point is to find a subset of new 
facilities located at an existing facility which, when moved to an adjacent 
facility location, gives the largest reduction in the value of G. None of 
these algorithms, with a single exception (KOLEN 1981), has a polynomial 
running time. It was shown by KOLEN (1981) how the direct search algorithms 
could be adjusted to run in polynomial time. We will generalize this al-
gorithm for the problem on a tree. In contrast, the problem on an arbitrary 
graph will be shown to be NP-hard, 
The second approach is the cut approach due to PICARD and RATLIFF (1978). 
The complexity of this algorithm is O(np3), which is the same as that of the 
direct search algorithm given by KOLEN (1981). This not surprising since it 
was shown in the latter reference that the two approaches are equivalent. 
The direct search algorithm for the p-median problem with mutual com-
munication on a tree is based on the following necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for optimality: 
(3.3). A solution X,X ~ V,]X] = p is an optimal solution for the p-median 
problem with mutual communication iff there is no subset of facilities 
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which can be moved to an adjacent vertex such that the objective value 
decreases. 
The condition formulated in (3.3) guarantees local optimality and 
therefore is necessary for optimality. In order to prove that it is also 
sufficient for optimality we shall first prove that the function F(x) 
defined by (3.1) is a convex function. 
Let x and y be two different points on the tree. The point AX+(l-A)y 
(OsAsl) is defined to be the point on the shortest path P(x,y) between x 
and y at distance (1-A)d(x,y) from x. Let v, x 1,x2 ,y 1 and Yz be points on 
the tree. DEARING, FRANCIS and LOWE 1976 proved that 
d(v,Ax 1+(1-A)y 1) $ Ad(v,x 1)+(1-A)d(v,y 1) and d(Ax 1+(1-A)y 1,Ax2+(1-A)y2) s 
s Ad(x 1,x2)+(1-A)d(y 1,y2). 
LEMMA 3.4. Let x,y a:nd v be points on the tree T. Then d(v,Ax+(l-A)y) s 
s Ad(v,x)+(l-A)d(v,y) for all 0 s As 1. 
PROOF. Let z = Ax+(l-A)y. Then d(x,z) = (1-A)d(x,y),d(y,z) = Ad(x,y). 
Since z E P(x,y) we have z E P(y,v) and/or z E P(x,v). Without loss of 
generality assume z E P(x,v). Then 
d(v,z) d(v,x)-d(x,z) = d(v,x)-(1-A)d(x,y) = Ad(v.x)+(l-A)[d(v,x)-
d(x,y)] s Ad(v,x)+(l-A)d(v,y). D 
LEMMA 3.5. Let x 1,x2 ,y 1,y 2 be points on a tree T. Let zi = AXi+(l-A)yi' 
i = 1,2, (OsAsl). Then d(z 1,z2) s Ad(x 1,x2)+(1-A)d(y 1,y2). 
PROOF. Since z1 E P(x1,y 1) we have z1 E P(y 1,z2) and/or z1 E P(x1,z2). 
Without loss of generality assume z 1 E P(x 1 z2). Then 
d(x 1,z2)-d(x 1,z 1) 
s Ad(x 1 ,x2)+(1-A)d(x 1 ,y2)-d(x 1 ,z 1) (Lemma 3.4) 
Ad(x,x2)+(1-A)[d(x1,y2)-d(x 1,y 1)J 
s Ad(x 1,x2)+(1-A)d(y 1,y2). D 
If X = {x 1, ... ,xp} and Y = {y 1, ... ,yp}, then Z = AX+(l-A)Y (OsAsl) is 
defined as Z = {z 1, ... ,z} with z. = Ax.+(1-A)y., i = 1, ... ,p. Using Lemma p i i i 
3.4 and Lemma 3.5 we have proved convexity of the function F, i.e., 
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(3. 61 F()JX+(J-;>.lY)-;; 'AF(X)+(J-;>.)F(Y), 
Let x 1 be a given solution and let a,b be two points on the same edge 
such that there are no facilities lying on the edge between a and b. Delet-
ing the part of the edge between a and b from the tree results in two sub-
2 trees. Let Ta(Tb) denote the subtree containing a(b). Let X be the solu-
tion we get from x 1 be moving a subset S of new facilities located at a to 
b. Then the distance between new facilities in S and facilities, both 
existing and new, which in both solutions are lying on Ta(Tb) is increased 
(decreased) with d(a,b). So the difference between F(X2) and F(X 1) is a 
constant times d(a,b), where the constant does not depend on the exact lo-
cation of a facility, but only on whether the facility is on Ta or Tb. If 
before moving the subset of new facilities S from a to b we move a subset 
of new facilities disjoint from S in Ta or Tb, then this does not affect 
the change in the objective value when we move S. We call two movements 
independent if the change in the objective value when one movement is per-
formed is the same whether the other movement has been performed first or 
not. 
Let X ba a nonoptimal solution. Then there is a solution Y such that 
F(y) < F(x). Define q to be the length of the shortest edge. Then there is 
a ;>. 1,o '> ;>. 1 < I such that for all 
d(x. ,h.+(1-;>.)y.) = (1-;>.)d(x. ,y.) i i i i i 
;>.,;>. 1 '> ;>. < I we have 
< lq, i = l, ... ,p. 
Let Z = ;>.X+(J-;>.)Y for some ;>.,;>. 1 '> ;>. < I. Note that F(Z) '> ;>.F(X)+(l-;>.)F(y) 
< ;>.F(X)+(l-X)F(X) = F(X). In order to obtain Z from X we only have to move 
subsets of new facilities along parts of the edges. All movements starting 
from different vertices as well as movements starting from the same vertex 
along different edges are independent. Since F(Z) < F(X) we know that there 
must be a vertex v and an edge [v ,vt] such that performing all movements s s 
from v 
s 
on this edge reduces the objective value. Let in Z subsets of new 
facilities S. be located at the point u. on the edge [v ,v ], i i s t 
i = 1,2, •.. ,k, where 0 < d(v ,u.) < d(v ,u.+ 1) < lq i = 1,2, •.• ,k-l. We s i s i 
can perform the movements ink steps. In step i we move the subset of new 
· 1· . . ,,k s f . 
. faci 1!'.ies ._. . . rom u. 1 to u;, i 1,2, .•• ,k, where u0 = vs. Since J=i J i- ~ 
the objective value is decreased after these movements at least one of the 
movements gives a decrease in the objective value. Without loss of general-
ity let this be the movement performed at step i (l'>i'>k). The objective 
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value increases with d(u. 1,u.) i- i 
depends on which facilities not 
times a constant, where the constant only 
belonging to u~ . s. are located in J=i J 
T. or Tu·· We know by assumption that this constant is negative. We 
Ui-J i k 
claim that when we move the subset U .. S. of new facilities located at v J=i J s 
in X to vt' the objective value decreases. This proves that the necessary 
conditions are also sufficient for optimality. When we move the subset 
U~ . S. from v to vt the value of objective value increases with d(v ,vt) J=i J s s 
times the same constant we had before when we moved the same subset in the 
solution Z from ui-I to ui. The two constants are the same since the facili-
ties not belonging to U~. S. located at Tu. 1(Tu.) in Z are the same as the J=i J i- i 
facilities located at T (T ) in X. 
s t 
The medain problem with mutual connnunication on a tree is defined by 
the parameters T,P,a, and S, where T is the tree, P is the index set of new 
facilities, a is the vector of weights between existing and new facilities, 
and S is the vector of weights between new facilities themselves. The al-
gorithm to solve the median problem with mutual connnunication generalizes 
the I-median algorithm of GOLDMAN (1971) and can be described recursively 
as follows: 
Algorithm (T,P,a,S) 
if T consist of a single vertex 
then locate all facilities in P at that vertex 
else select a tip vertex v of T. Locate all new facilities in P at v and 
s s 
determine the subset S of P which when moved to the unique adjacent 
vertex vt gives the largest positive decrease in the objective value· 
If no such subset exists, then the current solution is optimal and 
stop, else define xj = vs for all j E P\S, atk := atk+ask+IjEP\S sjk 
for all k E S, P := S, T := T with vs and the edge [vs,vt] deleted 
from it. Call algorithm (T,P,a,S). 
We use induction on the number of vertices of the tree to prove that 
the algorithm constructs an optimal solution. In case of one vertex this 
is trivial. 
Assume the induction hypothesis is true for all trees with less than 
n vertices (n~2). We choose a tip vertex v and determine the subset S of P s 
which when moved to the adjacent vertex vt gives a largest positive reduc-
tion in the objective value. Let s1(s2) be a subset of new facilities lo-
cated at vs(vt) after we moved S. If in the final solution constructed by 
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the algorithm the movement of s1(s2) to vt(vs) would give a reduction in 
the objective value, then the movement of Su s 1(S\S 2) from vs to vt in 
the solution with all facilities located at vs would give a larger reduction 
than the movement of S; contradicting the definition of S. We conclude that 
in the solution constructed by the algorithm no subset of facilities located 
at vs(vt) can be moved to vt(vs) such that the objective value decreases. 
It remains to be shown that no subset of facilities located in the tree Tt 
we obtain from T by deleting the edge [v ,v ] can be moved from a vertex in 
s t 
Tt to an adjacent vertex in Tt such that the objective value decreases. If 
we move a subset of S in Tt from vk to an adjacent vertex vl, then the 
change in the objective value depends on which facilities are located in Tk 
and which are located in Tl and does not depend on their exact location. 
Since vs and vt always occur in the same subtree we might as well add the 
weights of the facilities located at vs to the weight of vt' i.e., 
atk := atk + ask + ljEP\S Sjk for all k E S. Using the induction hypothesis 
on Tt we know that the solution constructed by the algorithm on Tt for the 
problem with new adjusted weights atk (kES) satisfies the property that no 
subset of S can be moved from a vertex in Tt to an adjacent vertex in Tt 
such that the objective value decreases. The previous observation shows that 
this is equivalent to the property that no subset of S can be moved in the 
original problem such that the objective value decreases. This proves that 
the solution constructed by the algorithm satisfies the sufficient condi-
tion for optimality and hence is optimal. 
Let us now return to the problem of finding a subset S ~ P which when 
moved from vs to vt gives the largest reduction in the objective value. 
When we move the subset S from vs to vt the objective value is increased by 
(3. 7) 
The problem we have to solve is given by 
(3. 8) minS~P {I. Sa .+I. S1k \S S.k-'· s1 · a .. ]. l]E SJ l]E l EP ] l]E l1:Vi€Tt 1] 
If this minimum is nonnegative, then the current solution is optimal, else 
we move the subset for which the minimum is attained. We transform problem 
(3.8) into an equivalent problem by adding the constant I 1 a ljEPli:v.ET ij' 
1 t which does not depend on S. This gives the problem 
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(3. 9) 
In order to solve (3.9) we need some results from network flow theory. 
A directed graph is defined to be a pair (V,A) where V is a set of 
element called vertices, and A is a set of ordered pairs of vertices, called 
arcs. Consider the directed graph G of Figure 3.10 with vertex set 
{s,t,1,2, •.. ,p} and are set {(s,j)lj = l, ... ,p}u{(j,t)U = 1, •.. ,p}u 
{(i,j)li,j = l, ... ,p,i f j}. Associated with each arc is a capacity. The 
capacity of the arc (s,j) is given by a., the capacity of (j,t) is b., J J 
j = l, ... ,p, the capacity of (i,j) is given by c .. , i,j = 1, ... ,p, if j. l.J 
p 
Figure 3.10. The directed graph G 
In the ma.ximwn flow problem on the graph G we want to transport as 
much as possible from s (called the source) to t (called the sink) under 
the conditions that nothing is left behind in intermediate nodes and that 
the capacity restriction are respected. This can formulated as 
(3. 11) max v i = {~ s s.t. Lj:(i,j)EA x .. - Ij:(j,i)EA x .. = i f s,t l.J J ]_ 
-v i t 
0 $ x .. $ cij' l.J i,j = I' .. .,p' i f j' 
0 $ x 
sj $ aj' j I ' ... ,p' 
0 $ x. $ b.' j I' .. .,p. Jt J 
An (s,t)-cutset is identified by a pair (S,T) of subsets of vertices 
with s E S, t E T which partition the vertex set. The capacity of a cuts et 
(S, T) is the sum of the capacities of all arcs with the predecessor in S 
and tffe succes·sor in T. 
A well-known result in the theory of maximum flows states that the 
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maximum flow from s tot is equal to the minimum capacity of an (s,t) cut-
set. The algorithm of KARZANOV [1974] finds a maximum flow and a minimum 
. ( 3) . cutset in 0 p time. 
The (s,t) cutsets of the digraph G are defined by a subset S ~ P. The 
cutset defined by S ~ P is given by ({s}u(P\S),{t}uS) and its capacity is 
equal to 
(3. 12) 
The problem of finding a minimum capacity cutset can be formulated as 
(3.13) 
Note that 
aj = asj, 
solved in 
problem (3.13) is equivalent to problem (3.9) if we define 
b.= l· a .. and cJ.k = SJ·k· Therefore problem (3.9) can be J J i:viETt iJ 
O(p ) time. 
The total complexity of the algorithm is O(np 3) since we have to solve 
a minimum cut problem for each of the n-1 edges of the tree with n vertices. 
In contrast with the problem on the tree the p-median problem with 
mutual communication on an arbitrary graph is NP-hard. It is sufficient to 
establish NP-completeness for the following decision problem. 
MMC 
:Instance: A graph G' = (V',E') with V' = {vj,vz,.~ •• v~}, p E JN weights 
a ( v i_, j) E ZI: + i = 1 , 2, ••• , n, j = I , .•• , p , 8 ( j , k) E ZI: + , j, k = 1 , •.. , p. 
lengths £.(e) E LZ+ for all e E E 1 , B E «t. 
Question: Is there a set X = {x 1,x2 , ••• ,xp} on G' such that 
l~=l Ij=l a(vi_,j)d(vi_,xj) + !Ij=l l~=I S(j,k)d(xj'~) $ B? 
We shall reduce the clique problem to MMC. The clique problem is known to 
be NP-complete (see GAREY and JOHNSON 1979). The problem is given by 
CLIQUE 
Instance: A graph G = (V,E) and an integer c. 
Question: Does there exist a subset C ~ V of cardinality c such that 
[j,k] EE if {j,k} ~ C? 
THEOREM 3. J 3, MMC is NP-complete. 
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PROOF. MMC belongs to the class NP since by using standard shortest path 
techniques one can test whether a given solution satisfies the bound B in 
polynomial time. 
We shall reduce the problem CLIQUE to MMC. Let an instance of CLIQUE 
be given by G (V,E) with V = {v 1, •.• ,vn} and integer c. The corresponding 
instance of MMC is defined by 
V' =Vu Wu U u {p 1,p 2}u{q 1,q2}u{r 1,r2}, where W = {w1, ... ,wn} and 
U = {ul, ... ,un}' E' = {[pl,vil,[p2,vi],[ql,wi],[q2,wi],[rl'ui],[r2'ui]' 
~v.,w.J,Cw.,u.Jli 1,2, ••. ,n}uUv.,u.Jlf!.,v.l EE, i < j} (see Example 
1 1 1 1 . 1 J 1 J 
3.18), p = 3c, 
a(p 1,j) = a(p 2,j) = c-j+l,a(q 1,j+c) = a(q2 ,j+c) 
j, j = 1,2, ••. ,c, S(j,j+c) = S(j+c,j+2c) = 2, j 
2, a(r 1,j+2c) = a(r2 ,j+2c) 
1,2, ..• ,c, S(i,j+2c) = 2, 
i < j, i,j = l, .•. ,c, all other weights are zero, 
l(e) =I for all e EE', 
2 B = 3(c +3c). 
We claim that G = (V,E) contains a clique of size c iff there exist 
. t G' (V' ,E') h th t th . ht d f d" ta es poin s x 1,x2 , ... ,x3c on = sue a e weig e sumo is nc 
is less than or equal to B, i.e., 
(3. I 4) \: 1 [(c-j+l)(d(p 1,x.)+d(p 2 ,x.))+2(d(q 1,x. )+d(q2 ,x. )) + L.J= J J J+C J+C 
j (d(r 1 ,x. 2 )+d(r2 ,x. 2 ))+2(d(x. ,x. c)+d(x.+ ,x. 2 )) + J+ c J+ c J J+ J c J+ c 
l~=I l: . 1 2d(x. ,x. 2 ) 5 3(c2+3c). ~ J=i+ 1 J+ c 
Let x 1,x2 , .•. ,x3c be points on G' = (V',E') such that (3.14) holds. 
We have the following inequalities 
(3. 15) d(pk,qk) $ d(pk,x.)+d(x. ,x. )+d(x. ,qk), I, ... , c, k I ,2, J J J+C J+C 
(3.16) d(qk,rk) $ d(qk,x. )+d(x. ,x. 2 )+d(x. 2 ,rk), j I, ... , c, J+C J+C J+ C J+ C 
k I , 2, 
(3. 17) d(pk,rk) $ d(pk,x. )+d(x. ,c. 2 )+d(x. 2 ,rk)' 1 1 J+ c J+ c i < j' i,j = 1 ' ••• ,c' 
k = I , 2. 
By adding all these inequalities together we find that the left hand side of 
(3.14) is greater than or equal to c[d(p 1,q 1)+d(q 1,r 1)+d(p 2 ,q2)+d(q2 ,r2)J + 
c(c-l)/2[d(p 1,r 1)+d(p2,r2)J = 3(c2+3c). It follows that equality holds 
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in (3.14). Therefore equality holds for all inequalities (3.15), (3.16) 
and (3.17). It follows that x. E V, say x. = v., then x. = w. and 
J J J J+C J 
x.+2 = u., j = l, ... ,c. It follows from (3.17) that [v.,v.] EE. Hence J c J 1. J 
{vj I j = 1, ••. ,c} is a clique in G = (V,E). 
Let {v. I j = 
J 
x. = w. and x.+2 J+C J J C 
with equality. D 
l, ... ,c} be a clique in G = (V,E). Define xj = vj' 
= uj' j = 1, .. ,c. Then x 1, ... ,x3c satisfies (3.14) 
EXAMPLE 3.18. Let G = (V,E) be given by V = {v1,v2 ,v3 } and 
E = {[v1,v2J,[v2,v3J}. Then the graph G' = (V'.E') of MMC is given by 
Figure 3. 19 
n r 
Figure 3.19. The graph G' (V' ,E'). 
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CHAPTER 4 
4. THE p-CENTER PROBLEM WITH MUTUAL COMMUNICATION 
Let T = (V,E) be a tree with V = {v 1,v2 , •.. ,vn} and let existing facil-
ities be located at the vertices. We want to locate p new facilities on the 
tree such that the maximum over the weighted distances between existing and 
new facilities as well as between new facilities is minimized. This problem 
is known as the p-center problem with rrrutual communication and can be for-
mulated as 
(4. 1) min {max{max. 1 . 1 {a, .d(v. ,x.)}, xl,x2, ... ,xp i.= , ... ,n,J= , ..• ,p l.J I. J 
max. k-I {13.kd(x.,x. )}}}, J, - , ... ,p J J I< 
where aij' i = 1,2, ..• ,n, j = 1,2 ... ,p and i3jk'j,k = 1,2, ..• ,p are posi-
tive integers. 
(4.2) 
We can reformulate the problem as 
min z 
s.t. d(v.,x.) 
1. J 
d(xj'~) 
~ z/a .. , l.J 
~ z/i3jk' 
i 1, •.. ,n, j 
j,k = 1, ..• ,p. 
I ' ... , p' 
Problem (4.2) was solved by FRANCIS, LOWE and RATLIFF (1978). They 
first give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of points 
x 1,x2 , ..• ,xp on the tree such that the following distance constraints are 
satisfied: 
(4. 3) 
(4. 4) 
d(v.,x.) ~c .. = 1, .•• ,n, j = 1, ... ,p, 
1. J l.J 
d(xj'~) ~ bjk' j,k = 1, ... ,p, 
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where cij' i = l, ... ,n, j = l, ... ,p and bjk = bkj j,k = l, ... ,p are non-
negative numbers. These necessary and sufficient conditions for the exis-
tence of points x 1, ... ,xp on the tree to satisfy (4.3) and (4.4), called 
separation conditions, lead to a closed form expression for the optimum 
* value z of problem (4.2). They also give an algorithm to construct a 
feasible solution to (4.3), (4.4) if one exists. Substituting z = z* in 
(4.2) and using this algorithm gives an optimal solution to the p-center 
problem with mutual communication. 
We will present a simple proof of the separation conditions. This 
proof differs from the one given by FRANCIS, LOWE and RATLIFF (1978). 
Construct the graph BC as follows. We have vertices E. corresponding 
l. 
to Vi' i = 
[E. ,N.] of 
l. J 
bjk' j ,k 
1,2, ..• ,n, and N. corresponding to x., j = 1,2, ••. ,p edges 
J J 
length cij' i = 1,2, ..• ,n, j = 1,2, •.. ,p, and [Nj,Nk] of length 
l, ... ,p, j < k. The graph BC for the case we have 3 vertices and 
p = 3 is given in Figure 4.5a. 
Figure 4.5. The graph BC. 
Let L(E. ,E.) denote the length of a shortest path in BC from E. to E .. The 
l. J l. J 
separation corzditions are given by 
d(v.,v.) '.S L(E.,E.), i,j 
l. J l. J 
1,2, •.. ,n, if j. 
THEOREM 4.6. There e:x:ist points x 1, ... ,xp satisfying the distance constraints 
(4.3) and (4.4) iff the separation conditions hold. 
PROOF. We use induction on the number p. In the case that p =I, the theorem 
is equivalent to Lemma 1.20. Suppose the theorem is true for distance 
sr 
constraints with less than p points (p~2). Consider the distance constraints 
(4.3),(4.4). Suppose we have found points x 1, ... ,xp-I satisfying 
d(v. ,x.) 1. J 
d(xj •"k) 
i 1,2, . ,n, j 1,2, ... ,p-1, 
j , k = I , ... , p- !. 
According to the induction hypothesis there exists a point x such that p 
d(v. ,x ) 1. p 
d(x. ,x ) 
J p 
if and only if 
d(v. ,v .) 1. J 
s c ip' 
s b. ' JP 
s c. 1.p + 
i 
cjp' 
1,2, ..• ,n, 
1, •.• ,p-1, 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,n,i f j' 
d(v.,x.) s c. + b. ' i = 1,2, ... ,n, j = l, ... ,p-1, 1. J 1.p JP 
d(xj'"k) s b. + bkp' j,k = 1, ... ,p-1. JP 
We conclude that there exist points x 1,x2, ... ,xp satisfying (DC) if and 
only if 
d(v.,v.) s c. + cJ.p' 1. J 1.p i,j 1,2, ... ,n, if j, 
and there exist points x 1,x2 , ••• ,xp-I satisfying 
(4. 7) d(v.,x.) s min{c .. ,c. +b. }, i J J l.J ip JP 1,2, ... ,n, j 1, ..• ,p-1, 
(4.8) d(x.,x.) s min{b.k,b. +bk}, j,k J k J JP P I, ... ,p-1. 
Let BC' be the graph with vertices E!, i = 1,2, ... ,n, N!, j = l, ... ,p and 1. J 
edges [E!,N!J of length min{c .. ,b. +c. }, i = 1,2, ... ,n, j = l, ... ,p-1, 1. J 1.J JP i.p 
[E!,N'] of length c., i = 1,2, ... ,n, and [N!,Nk'] of length 1. p 1.p J 
min{b.k,b. +bk}, j,k = l, ... ,p-1, j < k. The graph BC' for the case 
J JP P 
n = p = 3 is given in Figure 4.9 
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E' I 
E' 2 
min{c 11 ,c 13+b 13 } N' 
I 
min{b12'b13+b23} 
Wl!E-:,__~~~~~3"Nz 
N' 3 
Figure 4.9. The graph BC'. 
Let L(E! ,E!) denote the length of a shortest path from E! to E! in BC'. i J J J 
Then using the induction hypothesis on (4.7) and (4.8) and taking into 
account the constraints 
d(v. ,v.) s c. + cJ.p' i,j i J ip 1,2, ... ,n, if j, 
it follows that necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
x 1, ... ,xp satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) are 
d(v. ,v.) s L(E! ,E!), 
i J i J 
i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, if j. 
We shall prove in Lemma 4.10 that L(E.,E.) 
i J 
L(E! ,E!), which completes 
i J 
the proof. D 
LEMMA 4.10. L(E. ,E.) 
i J 
L(E!,E!) for all i,j = 1,2, ... ,n, if j. 
i J 
PROOF. Consider a path from E! to E! in BC'. We construct a path in BC of 
~~- i J 
the same length. This proves L(E.,E.) s L(E!,E!). An edge [E!,N!], j f p i J i J i J 
is replaced by the edges [E.,N ][N ,N.] if c. +b. <c ... Similarly we i p p J ip JP iJ 
replace [EJ!,Nk'], k f p by [E.,N ][N ,Nk] if b. +bk < b.k. All other J p p JP p J 
edges are replaced by the corresponding edges. In this way we have con-
structed a path in BC of the same length. 
Consider the shortest path from E. to E. in BC. We construct a path 
i J 
in BC' of the same length. This proves that L (E ! ,E ! ) s L (E. ,E.) . If the 
i J i J 
path contains an edge [N. ,Nk] (j ,k f p), then we know that b "k s b. + bk J J JP p 
and we take the corresponding edge in BC'. If the path contains an edge 
[E.,N.] (j f p), then c .. s c. +b. and we take the corresponding edge i J iJ ip JP 
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in BC'. If [E.,N ][N ,N.] occurs in the path, then c. +b. s c .. and i p p J ip JP 1-J 
these two edges are replaced by [E!,N!]. If [N.,N ][N ,Nk] occurs in the 
l. J J p p 
path, then b. +bk s b.k and these two edges are replaced by [N!,Nk']. JP p J J 
The constructed path in BC' has the same length as the shortest path in BC. 
D 
Let us return to problem (4.2). We construct the graph BC with 
cij = 1/aij' i = 1, ..• ,n, j = J, ••• ,p and bjk = 1/Sjk' j,k = 1, ..• ,p, j < k. 
It follows from the separation conditions that (4.2) has a feasible solution 
iff 
(4. 11) d ( v. , v. ) s z L (E . , E. ) , 
l. J l. J 
i,j I, ... ,n, i f j. 
We conclude that 
(4. 12) z * = max. . _ 1 . ..t • { d ( v. , v. ) / L (E. , E . ) } . i,J- , ... ,n,irJ i J i J 
In contrast with the problem on the tree the p-center problem with 
mutual communication on an arbitrary graph is NP-hard. It is sufficient to 
establish NP-completeness for the following decision problem 
CMG 
Instance: A graph G' = (V',E') with V' = {vj,vz, ... ,v~}, p E :N, weights 
( ' ") + . - I 2 . - (" ) + a vi,J E 7l , i - , , .•. ,n, J - 1, ..• ,p, S J,k E 7l 
j,k = 1, •.• ,p, lengths l(e) E 7l+, e EE', BE Q+. 
Question: Is there a set X = {x 1,x2 , ... ,xp} on G' such that 
a(v! ,j)d(v! ,x.) s B, 
J l. J 
S(j,k)d(xj,~) s B, 
i I, ... ,n, j 
j,k = J, ••• ,p? 
I, ... ,p, 
We reduce the clique problem defined in Chapter 3 to CMG. 
THEOREM 4.13. CMG is NP-complete. 
PROOF. CMG belongs to the class NP since by using standard shortest path 
techniques one can test whether a given solution satisfies the bound B in 
polynomial time. 
We shall reduce the problem CLIQUE to CMG. Let an instance of CLIQUE 
be given by G = (V,E) with V = {v 1, ... ,vn} and integer c. The corresponding 
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instance of CMG is defined by 
V' Vu Wu U u {p}u{q}u{r}, where W = {w 1,w2, •.. ,wn} and U {u 1,u2 , ... ,un}' 
E' {[p,v.],[q,w.],[r,u.],[v.,w.],[w.,u.] I i = l, ... ,n} u 
i i i i i i i 
u { [ v. , u. ] I [ v. , v. J E E, i < j } , p = 3c, 
i J i J 
a(p,j) = a(q,j+c) = a(r,j+2c) = I, j = l, ... ,c, B(j,j+c) = B(j+c,j+2c) = 1, 
j = l, ... ,c, B(i,j+2c) = 1,i,j = l, ... ,c,i < j, all other weights are zero, 
l(e) =I for all e EE', B =I. 
We claim that G = (V,E) contains a clique of size c iff there exist 
points x 1,x2 , ... ,x3c on G' = (V',E') such that the weighted distances are 
less than or equal to B, i.e. 
( 4. 14) 
(4. 15) 
(4. 16) 
d(p,x.) s I, d(q,x.+) s I, d(r,x. 2 ) s I, j J J c J+ c 
d(x.,x. ) s I, d(x. ,x. 2 ) s I, J J+C J+C J+ C j 
d(x. ,x. 2 ) s I, i,j i J+ c l, •.. ,c, i < j. 
I , ... , c, 
I , ... , c, 
Let x 1,x2 , ... ,x3c be points on G' = (V',E') satisfying (4.14), (4.15) 
and (4.16). Since d(p,q) = d(q,r) =I we have from (4.14) and (4.15) that 
x. E V, say 
J 
(4.16) that 
l, ... ,c. It follows from xj = vj' xj+c = wj and xj+Zc = uj' j 
[ v. , u. ] E E' , i.e. , [ v. , v. ] E E, i < j . Hence { v. I j = I , ... , c} 
i J i J J 
is a clique in the graph G = (V,E). 
Let {v. I j = l, ... ,c} be a clique of size c in G. Define x. = v., 
J J J 
xj+c wj ans xj+Zc uj' j = l, ... ,c. Then x 1,x2, .. ,x3c satisfy (4.14), 
(4.15) and (4.16). D 
EXAMPLE 4.17. Let G = (V,E) be given by V = {v 1,v2 ,v3} and 
E = {[v1,v2J,[v2 ,v3J}. Then the graph G' = (V' E') of CMG is given by 
Figure 4.18 
Figure 4.18. The graph G' (VI' EI). 
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CHAPTER 5 
5, FARKAS' LEMMA IN RECTIL !NEAR LOCATION PROBLEMS 
In 1902 Farkas proved what is known as a fundamental result in linear 
progrannning. 
LEMMA 5.1 (Farkas' lennna). The system of linear inequalities Ax$ b has 
a solution x iff yb 2 O whenever yA = O for any nonnegative vector y. D 
Several extensions of Farkas' lennna are known. In this chapter we will 
use an extension proved by FOURIER (1826), KUHN (1956) and MOTZKIN (1936) 
(see also STOER and WITZGALL (1970)). 
LEMMA 5.2. Let A1,A2 be matrices and b 1,b 2 vectors. Then there exists a 
vector x such that A1x < b 1 and A2x $ b2 iff for aZl nonnegative vectors 
y 1 and y2 one has: if y 1A1 + y2A2 O, then y 1b 1 + y2b2 2 O and furthermore 
if y 1 I 0, then y1b 1 + y2b2 > 0. D 
-The best way to show how one can use Farkas' lennna in solving recti-
linear center problems is by considering the following simple example, which 
is known as the 1-center problem. 
(5.3) min {max._ 1 {w.([a.-x[+[b.-y[)+h.}}, x,y 1- , ••• ,n 1 1 1 1 
where (ai,bi) is a point in the plane, wi,hi are positive integers, 
i = 1, ... ,n. We can reformulate this problem as 
(5.4) min z 
s . t. w. < I a. -x I + I b. -y I ) +h. $ z, i 
1 1 1 1 
I, ... ,n. 
For the rectilinear distance we have 
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I a . -x I + I b . -y I 
:L :L 
max{x-a.+y-b., a.-x+b.-y, x-a.+b.-y,a.-x+y-b.} 
:L :L :L :L :L :L :L :L 
max{max{x-a.+y-b. ,a.-x+b.-y},max{x-a.+b.-y, 
:L :L :L :L :L :L 
a.-x+y-b.}} 
:L :L 
max{j (x+y)-(a.+b.) I ,j (x-y)-(a.-b.)j} 
:L :L :L :L 
if we define (p,q) (p+q,p-q), then (5.4) is equivalent to 
(5.5) min z 
s.t. w.max{jx-a.j ,jy-B.j} +h. s z. 
:L :L :L :L 
This transformation of the coordinate plane, which corresponds with a rota-
tion over 45°, enables us to solve the 1-center problem in the plane as two 
independent problems on the line of the following type. 
(5.6) min z 
(z-h.)/w., 
:L :L 
i 1 , ••• ,n, 
or equivalently 
(5. 7) min z 
s.t. x s min._ 1 {a.+(z-h.)/w.}, i- , ..• ,n i i i 
-x s min._ 1 {-a.+(z-h.)/w.}. J-, ... ,n J J J 
Using Farkas' Lemma we have 
3xl. 1 ]x 
I_ -1 
-lmin.{a.+(z-h.)/w.}J :L :L :L :L 
s 
min.{-a.+(z-h.)/w.} 
J J J J 
+ y2min.{-a.+(z-h.)/w.} ~OJ -J J J J 
min.{a.+(z-h.)/w.} + min.{-a.+(z-h.)/w.} ~ 0 -
:L :L :L :L J J J J 
z ~ (ja.-a.j + h . ./w. + h./w.)w.w./(w.+w.), i,j 
:LJ :L:L JJ.:LJ :LJ 
1,2, ... ,n, i < j. 
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* It follows that the optimum value z of the 1-center problem is given by 
(5. 8) z* = max .. _ 1 2 .. {(!a.-a.I + h./w.+h./w.)w.w./(w.+w.)}. i,J- , , ••• ,n,i<J 1 J 1 1 J J 1 J 1 J 
This simple example has all the ingredients for a succesful use of 
Farkas' Lemma in solving rectilinear center problems. We formulate the 
problem as 
(5.9) * determine z min{z I Ax s b(z)}, 
where A is a matrix and b(z) is a vector each component of which is a func-
tion of the variable z. We then use Farkas' Lemma to derive a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the system Ax s b(z) to have a solution x. This 
condition takes on the form z ~ c, where c is a constant depending only on 
* the problem data. It is clear that z = c. 
The second problem we consider is the round-trip 1-center problem in 
the rectilinear plane. The round-trip center problem is discussed in Chap-
ter I. The round-trip 1-center problem in the rectilinear plane was solved 
by CHAN and HEARN (1977). It can be formulated as 
(5. 1 O) min {max 1 .< {w.(lx-a.I + ly-b.J + Jx-c.J + ly-d.J) +h.}} x,y si_n 1 1 1 1 1 1 
where (a. ,b.), (c. ,d.) are points in the plane and w1. ,h1. are positive in-1 1 1 1 
tegers, i = 1,2, ••. ,n. An equivalent formulation of the problem is given by 
(5. 11) min z 
s.t. w. (Jx-a. J+ly-b. l+!x-c. l+!y-d. J) +h. s z, i 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
I, ... ,n. 
Each of the constraints in (5.11) can be written as a system of sixteen 
linear inequalities. This leads to the following formulation of the problem 
(5. 12) min z 
s.t. !max.{a.+b.+c.+d.-(z-h.)/w. s x+y s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
!min.{a.+b.+c.+d.+(z-h.)/w.}, 
J J J J J J J 
!max.{a.+c.-b.-d.-(z-h.)/w.} s x-y s 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~min.{a.+c.-d.-b.+(z-h.)/w.}, 
J J J J J J J 
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!max.{a.+c.+lb.-d.1-(z-h.)/w.} s x s l l l l l l l 
!min.{a.+c.-lb.-d. l+(z-h.)w,}, J J J J J J 
!max.{b.+d.+la.-c.1-(z-h.)/w.} s y s l l l l l l l 
!min.{b.+d.-la.-c. l+(z-hj)/w.}, J J J J J J 
z 2: max.{w.(la.-c.l+lb.-d.l)+h.}. l l l l l l l 
Using Farkas' Lemma we find that x,y satisfying the system of inequalities 
al s x+y s a2, 
bi s x-y s b2, 
cl s x s c2, 
di s y s d2, 
exist if and only if the following twelve conditions are satisfied: 
al s a2, cl s !<az+b2)' al s c2+d2' 
bi s b2' c2 2: Ha1+b1), a2 2: c 1+d 1, 
cl s c2, di s !(a2-bl)' bi s c2-d I ' 
di s d2' d2 2 ! (al-b2)' b2 2: cl-d2. 
Applying this to the round-trip location problem leads to the following 
S"even necessary and sufficient conditions: 
z 2: max. { w. (I a. -c. I+ I b. -d. I ) +h. } , l l l l l l l 
z 2: maxi<"<"< {(ia.+c.-a.-c. l+lb.+d.-b.-d. I + 
-1-J-n l l J J l l J J 
+ h. /w .+h. /w .)w.w. I (w.+w.)}, llJJlJ lJ 
z 2: maxi<"<"< {i(a.+c.-a.-c.l+lb.-d. l+lb.-d.I+ 
-1-J-n l l J J l l J J 
z 2: 
+ h. /w. +h. /w. )w. w. / (w. +w.)}, l l J J lJ l J 
max .. {lb.+d.-b.-d.l+la.-c.l+la.-c.I+ I SlSJ sn l l J J l l J J 
+ h./w.+h./w.)w.w./(w.+w.)} l l J J lJ l J 
z 2: max ... k . ,{(i2(a..+c,J--a.-c.-a.-c. l+lb.+d.-b..-d. l+2lhk-dkl+ l • J ' • ls J l<. l\.. l l J J l l J J 
+ h./w. +h. /w .+2hk/wk)w. w .wk/ (2w. w .+w. wk+w .wk)}, llJJ "lJ lJl J 
z ;:: max .. k .. {(l2(bk+dk)-b.-d.-b.-d. l+Ja.+c.-a.-c.l+2la -ckJ+ l., J, , l.SJ l. l. J J l. l. J J K 
+ h./w.+h./w.+2h_ /wk)w.w.wk/2w.w.+w.wk+w.wk)}, l. l. J J -1< l. J l. J l. J 
z > max ... k{(la.+c.-a -c J+Jb.+d.-bk-dkl+Ja.-c. J+lb.-d. J + l.;J, l. l. K k J J J J l. l. 
+ h./w.+h./w.+hk/wk)w.w.wk/(w.w.+w.wk+w.wk)}. l. l. J J l.J l.J l. J 
The optimum value is equal to the maximum of the righthand sides of these 
seven inequalities. 
Our third example is the p-center problem with rrrutuaZ aomrrrunication 
in the rectilinear plane. This problem can be formulated as 
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(5. 13) min {max{maxl<"< I<"< {a .. (la.-x.J+Jb.-y.J)}, 
xl, ... ,xp,yl, ... ,yp -l.-n, -J-P l.J l. J l. J 
max 1<.<k< {S.k(Jx.-x. J+Jy.-ykJ)}}}, 
-J- -P J J K J 
where (ai,bi) are points in the plane, i = 1,2, .•. ,n, aij'Sjk are positive 
integers, i J, ••• ,n,j, k = l, ..• ,p. Using the same transformation as in 
the case of the 1-center problem the problem can be separated into two 
independent problems on a line, of the type 
(5.14) min z 
s.t. Ja.-x. J l. J 
$ z/a .. , l.J i I , ... , n, j I' .•. ,p, 
lxj-~I $ z/Sjk' j,k = I' ..• ,p. 
In Chapter 4 we derived necessary and sufficient conditions for the more 
general case of a tree. Our objective is to show how these conditions can 
be derived from Farkas' Lemma in this special case of the problem on a line. 
We consider the set of inequalities given by 
(5.15) Ja.-x. J ~ c .. ' i 1,2, .•• ,n, I 2, ... ,p, l. J l.J 
lxj-~I $ bjk' j,k = I ' ... 'P' 
where cij and bjk are nonnegative numbers, i = 1,2, ... ,n, j,k 
This set of inequalities is equivalent to 
I' ... ,p. 
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(5. 16) x. $ a.+c .. 
J 1 1] } i 1,2, ••. ,n, j I ' ... 'p' 
-x. $ c .. -a. 
J 1] 1 
xj-xk $ bjk } j,k I' ... ,p. 
-xj+~ $ bjk 
Let jk denote a column vector of length k consisting of all ones, and let 
Ik denote the k x k unity matrix. Let A be the matrix corresponding to the 
set of inequalities and let b be the corresponding righthand side, i.e., 
T 
where d. (a.+cJ., ..• ,a +c .) , 
1 _ 1 1 _ nT n~ 
and f 1. (h. . 1 , .•. ,b. l , 1 = 1,1+. 1p 
(5.15). is· equivalent to kx s b. 
di 
d2 
d p 
el 
e2 
e p 
b = fl 
,f 1 
f2 
f2 
f p-1 
f p-1 
T 
e.= (-a1+c 1., ... ,-a +c.) , i = 1,2, ... ,p, 1 1 n n1 
:,2, •.. ,p-1. Then the set of inequalities 
According to :Farkas 1 Lemma there exists a vector x such that Ax s b 
iff yb 2 0 for all y 2 0 such that yA = 0. By scaling we may assume that 
each component of y is less than or equal to 1. This leads to the following 
result 
(5. 19) 3x[Ax $ b] iff min{yb I yA 0,0 s y s I} z 0. 
A well-known result states that a (0,1-1)-matrix is totally unimodular if 
(I) there are no more than two nonzero elements in each row and (2) the 
columns can be partitioned into two subsets Q1 and Q2 such that (a) if a 
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row contains two nonzero elements with the same sign, one element is in each 
of the subsets, (b) if a row contains two nonzero elements of opposite sign, 
both elements are in the same subset (see GARFINKEL and NEMHAUSER (1972)). 
Since the matrix A in (5.17) is totally unimodular there is an optimum 
solution y which is a (0,1)-solution. 
Consider the directed graph G with vertices E., i = l, .•• ,n, and ]. 
N., j = l, .•. ,p, and arcs (E.,N.) of length a.+ciJ·,(N.,E.) of length J ]. J ]. J ]. 
-ai+cij' i =I •.. ,n, j = l, ... ,p, and arcs (Nj,Nk), (Nk,Nj) of length bjk" 
Let us denote by L(E. ,E.) :he length of a shortest path from E. to E .. ]. J. ]. J 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of solution 
to (5.15) which we derived in Chapter 4 are equivalent to 
(5. 18) L(E. ,E.) ?: o. ]. J 
In order to prove that min{yblyA = O, y E {0,1}}?: 0 is equivalent to (5.18) 
it is sufficient to show that each feasible solution y is the sum of a num-
ber of directed paths in G starting from and ending in {E. Ii= l, ... ,n}. ]. 
Let y be the vector given by y = (t 1, .•. ,tp,ul, ... ,up,vl,w 1, •.. ,vp-I' 
w 1), where t. = (t 1., ..• ,t .), u. = (u 1., ..• ,u .), i = 1,2, •.. ,p, p- ]. ]. Ill. ]. ]. Ill. 
v. = (v. 1 ., ... ,v .), w. = (w. 1 ., .•• ,w .), i = 1.2, ... ,p-I. Let us as-i i+ ,i pl. ]. i+ ,i pi 
sociate the following interpretation to the parameters in the vector y: 
tki if and only if vertex N. is entered through arc (Ek ,Ni)' ]. 
uki if and only if vertex Ek is entered through arc (Ni ,Ek)' 
w .. if and only if vertex N. is entered through arc (N. ,N.) l.J ]. J ]. 
(i>j)' 
v .. if and only if vertex N. is entered through arc (N. ,N.) l.J J ]. J 
(i>j). 
The constraints yA 0 imply that 
n i-1 p 
(5. 19) l (tki-~i) l (v .. -w .. ) + l (v .. -w .. ) 0, i 1,2, ... ,p. 
k=I j=I l.J l.J j=i+I Jl. J]. 
Summing these equalities over all i and noting that 
! i-1 ! r l (v .. -w .. ) (v .. -w .. ) 
i=I j=l l.J l.J i=I j=i+I J 1 J 1 
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we find that 
(5.20) 
p n 
I I tki 
i=I k=I 
I ~ 1\i. 
i=I k=I 
Constraints (5.19) say that the number of times we enter a vertex Ni is 
equal to the number of times we leave the same vertex, i 1,2, ... ,p. 
Constraint (5.20) says that the number of times we enter the set 
{E. i = 1,2, .•. ,n} is equal to the number of times we leave the same set. i 
We conclude that we can interpret y as the sum of a number of directed paths 
starting from and ending in {E. i 
i 
(5.21) 
1,2, .•• ,n}. The constraint yb ~ 0 says 
Constraint (5.21) says that the sum of the lengths of the paths correspond-
ing to y is nonnegative. 
This completes the proof of the separation conditions for the p-center 
problem with mutual communication in the plane. 
In our last example of this chapter we shall use Lemma 5.2 to construct 
an O(nlogn) algorithm to find the set of all efficient points in the recti-
linear plane (see also CHALMET, FRANCIS and KOLEN (1981)). 
Let P. = (a.,b.), i = 1,2, •.. ,n be given points in the plane. A point i i i 
(x 1,y 1) is dominated in position kif and only if there is a point (x,y) 
such that 
(5.22) Ja.-xj+jb.-yj ~qi.' i i i 1,2, ••• ,nifk, 
where qi= Jai-x 1 j+jbi-y 1 j, i = 1,2, .•• ,n. 
A point which can not be dominated in any position is called an efficient 
. . . . * * po~nt. We denote the set of all efficient points by S , and call S the 
efficient set. 
WENDELL, HURTER and LOWE (1977) have introduced and studied the problem 
of finding s* and discuss some application contexts, with emphasis on mul-
tiple objective problems. They develop two different algorithms for con-
structory s*. These algorithms are of O(n2) and O(n3) time. 
* S may also be of value in carrying out sensitivity analysis for 
single objective location problems since such problems have the property 
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that their optimal solutions are efficient. 
We will characterize efficient points using Lemma 5.2. An equivalent 
version of Lemma 5.2 is the following one. 
(5.23) 
and 
An equivalent formulation of (5.22) is given by 
(5.24) 
Define 
Let s 
(5.25) 
where 
x+y s min.fk{a.+b.+q.}, 
l. l. l. l. 
x-y s min.fk{a.-b.+q.}, 
l. l. l. l. 
-x+y s min.fk{-a.+b.+q.}, 
l. l. l. l. 
-x-y s min.fk{-a.-b.+q.}, 
l. l. l. l. 
x+y < ~+bk+qk, 
x-y < ak-bk +qk' 
-x+y < -ak+bk+qk, 
-x-y < -~-bk+qk. 
[ I 1 I -I - I I 
-I -I 
sA 1+tA2 0 iff (s,t)A O, 
0 0 -I 0 0 
A 
I -1 0 0 I -I 
o, Osy 1,y2sl} 
2'. 0 
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Note that A is totally nimodular. Therefore in order to check the condition 
of (5.23) it suffices to restrict ourselves to (0,1)-solutions (s,t). There 
are eight vectors (s,t) = (s 1,s 2 ,s 3 ,s 4,t 1,t2 ,t3,t4) satisfying (s,t)A = 0. 
The eight vectors and the corresponding conditions are 
(5. 26) (1,0,0, 1,0,0,0,0): (~+bk+qk)+(-ak-bk+qk) > o, 
(l,O,O,O,O,O,O,I): (~+bk+qk)+minifk{-ai-bi+qi} > 0, 
(0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0): (~-bk+qk)+(-~+bk+qk) > 0' 
(O,l,0,0,0,0,1,0): (+~-bk+qk)+minifk{-ai+bi+qi} > o, 
(O,O,l,O,O,l,O,O): (-~+bk+qk)+minifk{ai-bi+qi} > o, 
(0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0): (-~-bk+qk)+minifk{ai+bi+qi} > 0' 
(O,O,O,O,l,0,0,1): min.fk{a.+b.+q.}+min.fk{-a.+b.+q.} <: o, 
1 1 1 1 J J J J 
(0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0): min.fk{a.-b.+q.}+min.fk{-a.+b.+q.} <: 0. 
1 1 1 1 J J J J 
The first and third inequality imply qk > O, i.e. (x 1,y 1) f (ak,bk). The 
second, fourth, fifth and sixth inequality imply qi+qk > lai-~l+lbi-bkl, 
if k. The last two inequalities imply that q.+q. <: la.-a. l+lb.-b.I, i,j f k, 
1 J 1 J 1 J 
which is always satisfied because of the triangular inequality. We have 
proved the following result. 
LEMMA 5.27. A point X is dominated in position k iff X f Pk and 
d(P.,Pk) < d(P.,X)+d(X,Pk), for all if k. D 1 1 
Here P. = (a.,b.), i =I, .. ,n and the distanced is the rectilinear 1 1 1 
distance. Lemma 5.27 leads to the following characterization of an efficient 
point. 
(5.28). A point X is efficient iff for every point Pi there exists a point 
P. such that d(P.,X)+d(X,P.) = d(P.,P.). J 1 J 1 J 
We shall use this characterization of an efficient point to develop an 
O(n log n) algorithm to find the set of all efficient points 
Through each point Pi construct a horizontal line and a vertical line. 
The horizontal (vertical) line should extend at least as far right and as 
far left (as far up and as far down) as every Pi. Subsequently whenever we 
refer to a line we mean one of these constructed lines. Figure 5.29 illu-
strates a number of definitions to follow. For any vertical line we define 
the set of points east (west) of the line to be the union of the line with 
the set of points to the right (left) of the line. Similarly we define the 
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set of points north, and the set of points south of each horizontal line. 
(For convenience we use the abbreviations N,E,W and S for North, East, 
West, and South respectively). Given any two distinct adjacent horizontal 
lines Hand H' with H N of H', and any two distinct adjacent vertical V 
and V' with VE of V', we call the set of points lying W of V, E of V', S 
of Hand N of H', a box, and denote the box by B. We call the collection of 
all boxes between any two adjacent vertical (horizontal) lines a column 
(row). Each of the four intersections of the box with a line we call an 
edge of B. We say two boxes are adjacent if their intersection is an edge 
of each box. The collection of all points lying S of H' and E of V we call 
the SE direction of B (abbreviated SE(B)); similarly we define SW, NW and 
NE directions of B, and use the abbreviations SW(B), NW(B) and NE(B) res-
pectively. We say that a direction of B is empty if there is no point Pi in 
the direction, i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
NN(B) NE(B) 
H 
B 
H' 
SW(B) SE(B) 
v v 
Figure 5.29. Directions of B. 
We assume that not all the P. lie on a single vertical, or on a single 
l. 
horizontal line, as in this case the set of efficient points is precisely 
the line segment joining the two Pi which are farthest apart. 
We call a box a 0-box, I-box or 2-box if 0,1, or 2 directions respec;tively 
are empty; it is possible to have only these three types of boxes. For any 
I-box B we call the two edges opposite the empty direction the leading edges 
of B. It follows directly from the result (5.28) that each·point in a 0-box 
or in a 2-box is an efficient point, and that only leading edges of a I-box 
are possible candidates for containing efficient points. 
Denote the horizontal lines by H1 ,H2, ... ,Hp+I from N to S and the rows 
by R1, ... ,Rp from N to S. For Ri' sis p, define NWi(SWi) to be the 
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x-coordinate of the westmost point P. which is N(S) of R .• Define NE.(SE.) J i i i 
to be the x-coordinate 
each R. we define w: 
i i 
of the eastmost point P. which is N(S) of R .• For 
* J i max{NW.,SW.} and E.= min{NE.,SE.}. For I$ i $ p+I i i i i i 
denote by W.(E.) the 
i i 
x-coordinate of the westmost (eastmost) point P. on H .. 
J i 
Let V' < B < V mean that box B is E of V' and W of V. The following two 
lemmas are trivial. 
* * LEMMA 5.30. A box B in R. is a 0-box if and only if w: < E. and w: < B < E .• i i i i i 
D 
* * LEMMA 5.3.1. A box B in R. is a 2-box if and only if w: > E. and E: < B < w ..i i i i 
D 
The next two lemmas characterize horizontal and vertical leading edges 
belonging to the set of efficient points. 
LEMMA 5.3.2. A vertical leading edge e of a I-box B in R., contained in the 
i 
vertical line V and not an edge of a 0-box or 2-box, belongs to the set of 
f.'f • • • • d 1 • * * e ~c~ent po~nts ~fan on~y ~f Wi = V = Ei. 
PROOF. If e E v1 (the westmost vertical line), then we have two possibili-
ties: 
l. SE(B) is the only empty direction, i.e.' SW. SE. NW. VI and i i i 
NE. > SE. 
i i 
2. NE(B} is the only empty direction, i.e.' SW. NW. NE. =VI and i i i 
SE. > NE ... 
i i 
If e E Vq+l (the eastmos.t vertical line), then we have two possibilities: 
1. NW(R) is the only empty direction, 
2. NW(B) is the only empty direction, 
If e E V. (l<j<q+I), then e is not in 
J 
i.e., NW. 
i 
i.e., SW. 
i 
a 0-box or 
NE. 
i 
SE. 
i 
2-box 
SE. and SW. 
i i 
NE. and NW. 
i i 
if and only 
a leading edge of a box B' adjacent to B(see Figure 5.33) 
B' e 
v. 
J 
B 
H. 
i 
Figure 5.33. Leading edge e of Band B'. 
< SEi; 
< NE .. 
i 
if e is 
i 
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There are two possibilities: 
I. SW(B I) and SE(B) are the only empty directions, i.e.' SW. l. SE. V., l. J 
NW. < SWi and NEi > SEi; 
l. 
2. NW(B') and NE(B) are the only empty directions, i.e.' NW. l. NE. V., l. J 
SW. < NW. and SE.> NE .• 
l. l. l. l. 
Combining all these results prove the lemma. D 
LEMMA 5.3.4. A horizontal e~~e e on H. between V. 1 and V., which is not 
"'l1 l. J- J 
contained in a 2-box, belongs to the set of efficient solutions if and only 
if 
PROOF. If e is on H1, then e belongs to the efficient set if and only if 
there exist a point on H1 that lies W of Vj-l and there exist a point that 
lies E of Vj. If we define sw0 = - 00 and SE0 00 , then this case can be 
characterized as indicated by the lemma. If e is on H 1, then when we de-p+ 
fine NW = -oo and NE p+l p+l this can also be characterized as indicated 
by the lemma. If e is on H., I< i < p+I, then let the box Band the box B' 
l. 
be the boxes in Ri,Ri-I respectively which have e in common with each other 
(see Figure 5.35). 
B' 
e 
B 
v. 
J 
Figure 5.35. Leading edge e on Hi. 
H. 
l. 
Box B' and B are not a 2-box, i.e. if SW(B') = 0, then NE(B') f 0 and e 
cannot contain efficient points according to result (5.28). The same holds 
when SE(B') = 0, NE(B) = 0, or NW(B) = 0. If NW(B) f 0, NE(B) f 0, 
SW(B') f 0 and SE(B') f 0, then e belongs to the set of efficient points. 
We conclude that e belongs to the set of efficient points if and only if 
NW(B) f 0, NE(B) f 0, SW(B') f 0 and SE(B') f 0, i.e., 
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V. I~ max{NW.,SW. 1} and V. s min{NE .• SE. 1}. 0 J- 1 1- J 1 1-
The following algorithm constructs the set of all efficient points. The 
correctness of the algorithm follows from the previous lemmas. 
ALGORITHM. Rank the existing points by their y-coordinates to determine the 
lines H1, ••• ,Hp+I· Compute W. and E., Isis p+I, NW., NE., SW., SE., 
* * 1 1 * * 1· 1 1 1 Isis p and W. and E., Isis p. If W1. < E1., then all boxes B for which 
* * 1 1 Wi < B < Ei belong to the set of efficient points; if W~ = E~, then the 
vertical edge at the line V with W~ = V = E~ belongs to the set of efficient 
1 1 * * points; if w: > E:, then all boxes B for which Wi > B > Ei belong to the 
set of efficient points. For the horizontal line Hi compute 
u. = max{NW.,SW. 1} and t. = min{NE.,SE. 1}, I sis p+I. All horizontal 1 1 1- 1 1 1-
edges lying between the vertical line x = ui and x = ti belong to the set 
of efficient points D 
The following recursive relations can be used to compute NW., NE., SW. 
1 1 1 
and SE .. 
1 
NWI 
NW. 
1 
SW. 1 
SW p 
The complexity 
WI 
min{W.,NW. 1} 1 1-
min{W. 1,sw. 1} 1+ 1+ 
w p+l 
of the algorithm 
NE 1 El 
NE. max{Ei,NEi-I} 1 
SE. max{Ei+l'SEi+I}, 1 
SE E p p+I 
is O(n log n). 
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CHAPTER 6 
6. TOTALLY-BALANCED MATRICES AND CHORDAL GRAPHS 
The covering problem on trees was introduced and solved in Chapter 2. 
It was formulated as 
(6. 1) 
a .. x. + z. ;:>: 1, i 
l.J J l. 
1, ... ,n, 
X. E {0,1}, j 
J 
z. E {0,1}, k l. 
1, •.• ,m, 
l , ... , n, 
where the nxm (0,1)-matrix A= (a .. ) is in standard greedy form, i.e., it l.J 
does not contain the 2x2 matrix (6.2) as a submatrix. 
(6.2) f 1 1 l 
LI 0 .I 
The algorithm of Chapter 2 for solving (6.1) did not utilize the 
fact that the matrix A was obtained by row and column permutations from 
an intersection matrix of neighborhood subtrees versus vertices of a tree. 
It relied only upon the information that the nxm matrix A was given in 
standard greedy form, and produced the optimal solution in O(mn) time. 
This immediately raises the following questions: what is the class of 
matrices that can be permuted into standard greedy form? Is there an effi-
cient procedure to recognize whether a (0,1)-matrix is a member of this 
class? 
To this end define a (0,1)-matrix to be totally-balanced if it does 
not contain a square submatrix with no identical columns and its row and 
columns sums equal to two. Figure 6.3 shows some forbidden submatrices 
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for a totally-balanced matrix. 
t 0 :J [1 0 0 1] 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 
Figure 6.3. Examples of forbidden submatrices. 
Since any of the forbidden submatrices contains the matrix given by (6.2) 
as a submatrix it follows that each matrix in standard greedy form is 
totally balanced. We will prove that conversely each totally-balanced 
matrix can be transformed into standard greedy form. This will characterize 
totally-balanced matrices as the class of matrices which can be transformed 
into standard greedy form. (Note that the totally-balancedness property is 
not affected by row or column permutations.) 
We will present two different proofs of the result that totally-
balanced matrices can be transformed into standard greedy form. The first 
proof is an algorithmic proof which will also provide us with an efficient 
procedure to recognize totally-balanced matrix. The second proof is a theo-
retical proof using properties of chordal graphs which are of independent 
interest by themselves. 
The algorithmic proof is based upon the concept of a lexical matrix 
which was introduced in HOFFMAN, KOLEN and SAKAROVITCH (1984). 
Let us call a (0,1)-matrix lexical if the following two properties 
hold. 
(6.4). If rows i(l), i(2) (i(l) < i(2)) are different, then the last column 
in which they differ has a zero in row i(l) and a one in row i(2), 
(6.5) If columns j(l), j(2) (j(l) < j(2)) are different, then the last row 
in which they differ has a zero in column j(l) and a one in column 
j (2). 
We will present an algorithm which transforms any (0,1)-Matrix into a 
lexical matrix by a permutation of the rows and a permutation of the columns. 
The next theorem states that a lexical totally-balanced matrix is in stan-
dard greedy form so that we can use the algorithm to transform a totally-
balanced matrix into standard greedy form. 
THEOREM 6.6. If a totally-balanced matrix A 
in standard greedy form. 
(a .. ) is lexical, then it is 1-J 
PROOF. Suppose A is not in standard greedy form. Then there exist rows 
i(I), i(2) (i(I) < i(2)) and columns j(I), j(2) (j(I) < j(2)) such that 
ai(l),j(I) = ai(l),j(2) = ai(2),j(I) =I and ai( 2),j(2) = 0 (see Figure 
6.7). Let i(3) be the last row in which column j(l) and j(2) differ, and 
let j(3) be the last column in which row, i(I) and i(2) differ. Since A is 
lexical we nave ai(l),j(3) = 0, ai( 2),j(3) = I and ai(3),j(I) 0, 
ai(3),j(2) = 1. Since A does not contain a 3x3 submatrix with row and 
column sums equal to two we know that ai(3),j(3) = O. 
In general we have the submatrix of A given by Figure 6.7 with ones 
on the lower and upper diagonal and the first element of the diagonal and 
zeros everywhere else. The rows and columns have the following property. 
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(1) i(p) is the last row in which columns j(p-2) and j(p-1) differ (3spsk). 
(2) j(p) is the last column in which rows i(p-2) and i(p-1) differ (3spsk). 
We shall prove that we can extend this kxk submatrix to a (k+l)x(k+I) sub-
matrix with the same properties. So we can extend this submatrix infinitely. 
This leads to a contradiction and therefore A must be in standard greedy 
form. 
Let i(k+l) be the last row in which j(k-1) and j(k) differ, and let 
j(k+l) be the last column in which i(k-1) and i(k) differ. Since A is 
lexical we have ai(k+l),j(k-l) = 0, ai(k+l),j(k) = I and ai(k-l),j(k+l) 0, 
ai(k),j(k+I) = I. By definition of i(p) and j(p) (3spsk) we know that 
ai(k+l),j(p-2) = ai(k+l),j(p-1) and ai(p-2),j(k+l) = ai(p-1),j(k+l)" Using 
this for p = k, ... ,3 respectively we get ai(k+l),j(q) = ai(q),j(k+l) = 0 
for q = 1,2, ... ,k-1. Since A does not contain a (k+J)x(k+l) submatrix with 
row and column sums equal to two we have ai(k+l),j(k+l) = 0. D 
i (I) 
i (2) 
j ( 1 ) j ( 2) - - - - - - - - - - - . j (k) 
o, 
I ' 
o ...•....... o 
' 
o, ' ...... 
' ' ' I ... ... '... .. ... 
.... .. ... .. ... 
... ... ' t 
', 0 
, 1 
' ' 
i (k) 0- - • - - - • -- ~ 0 ''I , ' 0 
Figure 6.7. Submatrix of Theorem 6.6. 
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Let us now describe the algorithm which transform any (0,1)-matrix in-
to a lexical matrix. Let A (a .. ) be an nxm totally-balanced matrix with-
l.J 
out zero rows and columns. Let us denote column j by E., i.e., 
J 
E.= {i I a .. = I}. We assume that the matrix A is given by its columns 
J l.J 
E1,E2 , ••. ,Em. The algorithm produces a 1-1 mapping 
a: {1,2, ••• ,n} + {1,2, ••• ,n} corresponding to a transformation of the rows 
of A (o(i) = j indicates that row i becomes row j in the transformed matrix) 
and a 1-1 mapping T: {E 1, ••• ,Em} + {l, ••• ,m} corresponding to a transforma-
tion of the columns of A (T(Ei) = j indicates that column i becomes column j 
in the transformed matrix). We present the algorithm in an informal way and 
give an example to demonstrate it. 
The algorithm consists of m iterations. At iteration i we determine 
the column E for which T(E) m-i+l (l<i<m). At the beginning of each itera-
tion the rows are partitioned into a number of groups, say Gr, ..• ,G 1• If 
i < j, then rows in G. will precede rows in G. in the transformed matrix. 
l. J 
Rows j and k belong to the same group G at the beginning of iteration i if 
and only if for all columns Ewe have determined so far, i.e., all columns 
E for which T(E) ~ m-i+2, we cannot distinguish between rows j and k, i.e., 
j E E if and only if k E E. At the beginning of iteration 1 all rows belong 
to the same group. Let Gr, •.. ,G1 be the partitioning into groups at the be-
ginning of iteration i (1<i<m). For each column E not yet determined we cal-
culate the vector dE of length r, where dE(j) = IGr-j+I n El (j = 1,2, ••• ,r). 
A column E for which dE is a lexicographically largest vector is the column 
determined at iteration i and T(E) = m-i+I. After we have determined Ewe 
can distinguish between some rows in the same group G if 1 < IG n El < G. 
If this is the case we shall take rows in G\E to precede rows in G n E in 
the transformed matrix. This can be expressed by adjusting the partitioning 
into groups in the following way. For j = r, r-1, ••. ,1 respectively we check 
if the intersection of G. with Eis not empty and not equal to G .. If this 
J J 
is the case we increase the index of all groups with index greater than j 
by one and partition the group G. into two groups called G. and G. 1, where G. 1 J J J+ J+ 
=G. n E and G.= G.\E. The algorithm ends after m interations with a par-
J J J 
titioning into groups, say Gr, ••. ,G 1• ~he permutation a.is_ defined by as-
signing for i = 1,2,. . .,r the values Ij:: IGj I +I,. . .,Ij=l IGj I in an ar 
bitrary way to the elements in group Gi. The number of computation we have 
to do at each iteration is O(nm). Therefore the time complexity of this al-
gorithm is O(nm2). 
EXAMPLE 6 8. The 9xl (O I)-matrix A is given by its columns 
E1 {l,2,3}, E2 {1,2,3,S}, E3 = {4,S}, E4 = {3,4,S,9}, ES 
E6 {6,l,8,9}, El = {6,l,8}. 
Iteration I: G1 = (1,2,3,4,S,6,l,8,9). 
dE. = <IEi!), choose E4 , T(E4) = l. 
]_ 
Iteration 2: G2 = (3,4,S,9), G1 = (1,2,6,l,8). 
E El E2 E3 ES 
dE (I , 2) (2,2) (2 ,O) (2,1) 
Choose E2, T(E2) = 6. 
E!5 
(I , 3) 
Iteration 3: G4 (3,S), G3 (4,9), G2 (I , 2) , G = I 
E 
(I,0,2,0) (1,1,0,0) (1,1,0,1) 
El 
(0 ,3) 
(6,l,8). 
(O, 1,0,3) 
13 
{S,8,9} 
(0,0,0,3) 
Iteration 4: G1 
G2 
(3), GS 
(6,l). 
(I, 2), 
E 
E1 (O,l,0,0,2,0,0) 
E3 (l,O,O,l,0,0,0) 
E6 (O,O, 1,0,0, 1,2) 
El (0,0,0,0,0, 1,2) 
From now on tl1e groups do not change. 
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Therefore T(E 1) = 3, T(E6) = 2, T(E7) = I. A mapping a is given by 
o: (6,7,8,1,2,4,9,3,5) + (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9). The mapping T is given by 
T: (E7,E6,El,E3,E5,E2,E4) + (1,2,3,4,5,6,7). D 
Let us now prove that a matrix transformed by the algorithm is a lexi-
cal matrix. When we say that row i is the largest row with respect to a 
satisfying a property we mean that there is no row j with o(j) > o(i) satis~ 
fying the same property. The same terminology is also used for columns with 
respect to T. 
LEMMA 6.9. If rows i and j o(i) < o(j)) are different, then for the largest 
colwrm E with respect to T in which they differ we have i i E, j E E. 
PROOF. Consider the last iteration in which i and j are in the same group G 
and let E be the column determined at this iteration. Since i and j were in 
the same group during all previous iterations we know that rows i and j are 
identical when restricted to columns which are larger than E with respect to 
T. Since o(i) < o(j) we have that after this iteration row j is in a group 
with larger index than the group containing row i. This implies that 
j E G n E and i E G\B, i.e., ii E and j EE. D 
LEMMA 6.10. If colwrms Ek and Et (T(Ek) < T(Et)) are different, then for the 
largest row i with respect to a in which they differ, we have i i Ek and 
i E Et. 
PROOF. If E. is strictly contained in E. for some i,j, then we always have 
i J 
T(Ei) < T(Ej). If Ek~ Et' then the lemma holds. So we may assume that 
Ek 4 Et and Et i Ek. Let i be the largest row with respect to a in Et\Ek, 
and let j be the largest row with respect to a in Ek\Et. We have to prove 
that o(i) > o(j). Consider the iteration in which Et was determined. 
Let p be the largest index for which Gp n Ek f GP n Et. Since Et was 
determined before Ek we know that !Gp n Et!> !Gp n Ekl· We conclude that 
i E Gp. If j E Gf with f < p, then o(j) < o(i). If j E Gp, then after this 
iteration G is partitioned into two groups G n En and G \En where G \En P P N P N P N 
precedes G n En. Since j E G \En and i E G n E we have o(j) < o(i). D P N P N P 
It follows from Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.10 that the transformed matrix is 
lexical. This completes the constructive proof of the result that any total-
ly-balanced matrix can be transformed into standard greedy form. The 
algorithm we gave produces a lexical matrix in standard greedy form. 
This is important if we consider the following result. Let A be a nxm 
(0,1)-matrix. The row intersection matrix B =(b .. ) of A is a nxn (O,l)-1J 
matrix defined by b .. = I if and only if these exists a column of A which 
1] 
covers both row i and j. It is an easy excercise to show that if A is a 
lexical matrix in standard greedy form, then the row intersection matrix 
is in standard greedy form. This is not true for any (0,1)-matrix A in 
standard greedy form as is shown by the following example. 
0 l A 0 
Using this result we have proved the following theorem which was first 
proved by LUBIN (1982) by showing that the row intersection matrix of a 
totally-balanced matrix does not contain one of the forbidden submatrices. 
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THEOREM 6.11 (LUBIN 1982). The row intersection matrix of a totally-balanced 
matrix is totally-balanced. D 
We proved in Chapter 2 that the intersection matrix of neighborhood 
subtrees versus vertices of a tree was totally-balanced. This result was 
first proved by GILES (1978). We can use Theorem 6.11 to prove that the 
intersection matrix of neighborhood subtrees versus neighborhood subtrees 
is totally-balanced. This generalization of Giles result was first obtained 
by TAMIR (1983). 
In the last part of this chapter we discuss the relationship between 
totally-balanced matrices and chordal graphs. First of all let us consider 
the relationship with chordal bipartite graphs. A chordal bipartite graph 
is a bipartite graph for which every cycle of length strictly greater than 
four has a chord, i.e., an edge connecting two vertices which are not ad-
jacent in the cycle. Chordal bipartite graphs were discussed by GOLUMBIC 
(1981) in relation with perfect Gaussian elimination for nonsynnnetric 
matrices. Chordal bipartite graphs and totally-balanced matrices are equiv-
alent in the following sense: 
(6.12). Given a chordal bipartite graph 
H = ({1,2, •.• ,n}, {1,2, •.. ,m},E) define the nxm (0,1)-matrix A 
(a .. ) by a .. = 1 if and only if [i,j] EE. Then A is totally-1J 1J 
balanced. 
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Given an nxm totally-balanced matrix A= (a .. ) define the bipartite iJ 
graph H = ({1,2, .•. ,n}, {1,2, ••• ,m},E) by 
E = {[i,j] I a .. = 1}. Then His a chordal bipartite graph. iJ 
An edge (i,j) of a bipartite graph is bisirrrpZiciaZ if the subgraph 
induced by all vertices adjacent to i and j is a complete bipartite graph. 
Let M = (m .. ) be a nonsingular nonsymmetric matrix. We can construct a bi-iJ 
partite graph from M equivalent to (6.12) where edges correspond to nonzero 
elements m ..• If (i,j) is a simplicial edge in the bipartite graph, then iJ 
using m .. as a pivot in the matrix M to make m .. to one and all other en-iJ iJ 
tries in the ith row and jth column equal to zero does not change any zero 
element into a nonzero element. This is important since sparse matrices are 
represented in computers by its nonzero elements. GOLUMBIC (1981) proved 
that a chordal bipartite graph has a bisimplicial edge. This result imme-
diately follows from our result. The first one in the first row corresponds 
to a bisimplicial edge. 
In the second part of this chapter we give a theoretical proof of the 
fact that a totally-balanced matrix can be transformed into standard 
greedy form. 
A row i of a (0,1)-matrix is called a nest row if all columns covering 
this row can be totally ordered by inclusion, i.e., if aij = aik = 1, then 
Ej ~Ek or~~ Ej. We present a proof that a totally-balanced matrix has 
a nest row. We take this row to be the first row of the transformed matrix. 
After deleting this row from the matrix we still have a totally-balanced 
matrix. The resulting matrix has a nest row which we take to be the second 
row of the transformed matrix. Repeating this procedure we find a transformed 
matrix which has the nestordering property for columns, i.e. for all i 
(lsisn) the following holds: all columns having a one in row i can be total-
ly ordered by inclusion when restricted to rows {i,i+l, .•• ,n}. It was proved 
in Lemma 2.23 that if we order the columns in a lexical nondecreasing order, 
then the matrix is in standard greedy form. 
So in order to prove that a totally-balanced matrix can be transformed 
into standard greedy form it suffices to prove the existence of a nest row. 
The proof we will present differs from the original proof given by Brouwer 
and Kolen (1980) which used induction on the sum of the number of rows and 
the number of columns. We will use properties of chordal graphs. As defined 
before a chordal graph is a graph with the property that any cycle of length 
at least four has a chord, i.e., an edge connecting two vertices which are 
not adjacent in the cycle. The link between totally-balanced matrices and 
chordal graphs is due to the row intersection graph of the matrix. The row 
intersection gra:ph G = ({1,2, ••. ,n},E) of a nxm (0,1)-matrix A= (a .. ) is l.J 
defined by [i,j] € E iff aik = ajk = I for some k(l~k~m). It is a trivial 
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observation that the row intersection graph of a totally-balanced matrix is 
a chordal graph (any cycle in the intersection graph without a chord would 
correspond to a square matrix with row and column sums equal to two; rows 
corresponding to vertices in the cycle and columns corresponding the columns 
which defined the edges of the cycle). Chordal graphs are sometimes called 
triangulated graphs or rigid circuit graphs. A clique is a subset of pair-
wise adjacent vertices. A simplical vertex is a vertex with the property that 
all vertices adjacent to it form a clique. If b and c are two nonadjacent 
vertices of a graph, then a subset of vertices, with the property that after 
its removal from the graph b and c are in distinct component, is called a 
b-c separator. If no proper subset of the separator is a separator, then it 
is called a minimal separator. Let us denote for a graph G = (V,E) by G(S) 
the graph induced by the subset S of vertices and all edges in E connecting 
vertices in S. 
LEMMA 6.13. If G = (V,E) is a chordal graph, then every minimal vertex sep-
arator induces a clique. 
PROOF. Suppose S is a minimal b-c separator. Let B and C be subsets of V in-
ducing the components of G(V\S) containing b and c, respectively. Since S 
is minimal each x € S is adjacent to some vertex in B and to some vertex in 
C. Therefore for any pair x,y ES there exist paths [x,b 1, ••• ,br,y] and 
[y,c1 , ••• ,ct,x] where bi€ B, ci € C such that these paths are of minimal 
length. If follows that the cycle [x,b 1, ... ,br,y,c 1, ••• ,ct,x] must have a 
chord. But [b.,c.J I E since b. and c. are in distinct components, 
l. J l. J 
[b.,b.) I E and [c.,c.] l Eby the minimality of rand t. Hence the only 
l. J l. J 
pos·sible chord is [x,y] € E. We conclude that S is a clique. D 
LEMMA 6.14. If G = (V,E) is a chordal graph and Sa minimal separator, then 
~ri eacn component of G(V\S) there is a vertex which together with S induces 
a cli'que. 
PROOF. Let B be a component of G(V\S). Let X ~ S be the largest subset of S 
for wfiich tlie result holds (note jxj<: 1) and assume X 1' S. Let y € S \ X 
and let Z Ee tlie S'llbs-et of -vertices with the property that they are adjacent 
to alL vertices· in X. By definition of X we know that [y,z] l E for all z € Z. 
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For each z E Z there is a path [y,b 1, .•• ,brz] with bi E B. Let z E Z be the 
vertex for which this path has minimal length, consider the minimal y-z 
separator T. Besided X the set T must contain a vertex bi (l~i~r). Since T 
is a clique (Lemma 6.13) bi is adjacent to all vertices in X. This leads 
to a contradiction since bi E Z and bi is closer to y than z. We conclude 
that x = s. D 
The next theorem due to Dirac (1961) plays a major role in the theory 
on chordal graphs. 
THEOREM 6.15. Every chordal graph G = (V,E) has a sirrrplical vertex. Moreover, 
if G is not a clique, then it has two nonadjacent sirrrplical vertices. 
PROOF. If G is a clique, then the theorem is trivial. Assume G has two non-
adjacent vertices b and c and assume the result holds for graphs with fewer 
vertices than G. Let S be a minimal b-c separator. Let B,C be the components 
of G(V\S) containing b,c respectively. By induction, either the graph G(BUS) 
has two nonadjacent simplical vertices one of which must be in B (since S 
induces a clique), or G(BUS) is a clique and any vertex in Bis a simplical 
vertex of G(BUS). Furthermore, since the set of vertices connecting to a 
vertex in B is contained in BUS, a simplical vertex of G(BUS) is a simplical 
vertex of G. Similarly C contains a simplical vertex. D 
A perfect scheme of a graph G = (V ,E) is a mapping cr: V-+ { 1, •.. , I VI} 
such that for all vertices v E V the set of vertices {wl[v,wJ E E,cr(v)<cr (w)} 
induces a clique. Since an induced subgraph of a chordal graph is a chordal 
graph, it follows from Theorem 6.15 that a perfect scheme exists for a chor-
dal graph. A perfect scheme can be obtained by defining cr(vi) i, where 
vi is a simplical vertex of the subgraph of the chordal graph G = (V,E) in-
duced by V\{vjlj = 1, .•. ,i-1}, i=l, ••. ,lv!. 
In Chapter 1 we showed the existence of a perfect scheme for the inter-
section graph of subtrees of a tree. This intersection graph was shown to be 
a chordal graph. The converse is also true. Every chordal graph is the in-
tersection graph of subtrees of a tree. This was first proved by Walter 
(1972, 1978), Buneman (1974) and Gavril (1974). A very nice proof of this 
result is due to Farber (1981). He constructs the tree and subtrees directly 
from tfie chordal graph. Assume the vertices. are numbered according to the 
perfect·scheJile, say 1, ... , n, i.e. for all i the vertices j(j>i) adjacent 
to i form a clique. Farber constructs the tree T = ({1, ••. ,n},E*) and 
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subtrees Ti' i = 1, ••• ,n from the chordal graph G ({l, ... ,n},E) as follows. 
(6.16) [i,j] EE* iff i>j and i = min{kJk>j, [j,k] EE}, and for i = l, ... ,n, 
T. is the subgraph of T induced by all vertices k < i which are ad-
1. 
jacent to i in G, and vertex i itself. 
EXAMPLE 6.17. Consider the chordal graph given by Figure 6.18. 
2 5 
3 
4 6 
Figure 6.18. Chordal graph of Example 6.17 
The tree T is given by Figure 6.18. 
2 5 
3 
4 6 
Figure 6.18. Tree of Example 6.17 
The subtrees are given by their vertex set. We have T1 {1}, T2 
T3 = {3}, T4 = {1,2,4}, T5 = {2,3,4,5}, T6 = {3,5,6}. 0 
{ 1 ,2}' 
After this short intermetzo on chordal graphs let us return to totally-
balanced matrices and their row intersection graphs. 
LEMMA 6.19. For every clique in the row intersection graph of a totally-
balanced matrix A there exists a column covering all rows in the clique. 
PROOF. The proof procees by induction on the size of the clique. In case of 
only two rows in the clique the result holds by definition of the row inter-
section graph. Assume the result holds for all cliques of size at most 
k~J (k~3). Let C = {i 1,i2 , ... ,ik} be a clique of size k. By the induction 
hypothesis there is a 
for j = 1,2, ••• ,k. If 
sume that i. i E. for 
J J 
column E. covering all rows 
J 
i. EE., then E. covers all 
J J J 
all j = 1,2, ... ,k. But then 
ir' r= 1,2, •.• ,k, rf. j, 
rows in C. So we may as-
the 3x3 submatrix A defined 
by rows i 1 ,i2,i3 and columns E1 ,E2 and E3 has row and column sums equal to 
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two, which leads to a contradiction. We conclude that there is a column E. J 
(l$j$k) covering all rows in C. 0 
The next theorem is a generalization of the theorem of Dirac (Theorem 6.15). 
THEOREM 6.20. Each totally-balanced matrix with more than one row has at 
least two nest rouJS. Moreover if the row intersection graph is not complete 
it has two nest rows which are nonadjacent in this graph. 
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of rows of the totally-
balanced matrix. In case of two rows the theorem is trivial. Assume the 
result holds for all totally-balanced matrices with less than n rows and let 
A be a totally-balanced matrix with n rows (n~3). Let G be the intersection 
graph of A. If G is complete, then it follows from LeIIlllla 6.19 that there is 
a column which covers all rows. We delete this column from the matrix. Nest 
rows of the remaining matrix are also nest rows of A. Therefore assume 
without loss of generality that G is not a clique. Let b,c be two nonadja-
cent vertices and let S be a minimal vertex separator of b and c with B and 
C the components of G({l, ... ,n}\S) containing band c respectively. 
Consider the submatrix A(BUS) of A defined by the rows of BUS and all 
columns covering at least one of those rows. According to LeIIlllla 6.14 there 
is a vertex in G which together with S induces a clique. Let E be a column 
which covers the row corresponding to this vertex and the rows corresponding 
to S. (According to LeIIlllla 6.19 such a column exists). Since Sis a minimal 
vertex separator no vertex in C is adjacent to a vertex in B. Hence column 
E does not cover a row belonging to B. Consider the row intersection graph 
of A(BUS). If this graph is not complete, then A(BUS) contains two nonad-
jacent nest rows. At least one of these rows belongs to B(S is a clique 
since column E covers all rows in S). Since Bis a component of G 
({1, •.. ,n}\S) any column covering a row in B does not cover a row outside 
BUS. Therefore any nest row of A(BUS) is also a nest row of A. If the row 
intersection graph of A(BUS) is a clique, then we delete all columns which 
cover the rows belonging to BUS (Lemma 6 .19). The remaining matrix has a 
nest row belonging to B. This nest row is also a nest row of A(BUS) and of 
A. Similarly one proves that there exists a nest row in C. D 
This completes the theoretical proof of the fact that totally-balanced 
"matrices form the class of matrices which can be transformed into standard 
greedy form. 
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We proved that a graph is chordal iff it is the intersection graph of 
subtrees of a tree. We also proved that the intersection graph of neighbor-
hood subtrees versus neighborhood subtrees of a tree is a totally-balanced 
matrix. The converse of this result is not true. It was proved by Broin and 
Lowe (1984) that the matrix given by (6.21) is not the intersection matrix 
of neighborhood subtrees versus neighborhood subtrees of a tree. 
(6. 21 
Let us 
(6. 22) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
finish this chapter by considering an 
m n 
min lj=l cjxj + li=l dizi 
m 
s.t. I. 1 a .. x. + z. ~I , i J= l.J J 1. 
x. $ p' 
J 
X. E {0,J}, j 
J 
Zi E {0,J}, i 
I , ... , n, 
I, ... ,m, 
I, ... , n, 
where A= (a .. ) is in standard greedy form. 
l.J 
extension of problem (6.1) 
Application of this problem are discussed in Kolen en Tamir (1985), they 
include the p-median problem on the tree (i.e., we locate p facilities on 
the tree so as to minimize the sum of the linear transportation cost, linear 
with respect to the distance between a client and the closest facility.) 
In contrast to problem (6.1) the LP-relaxation of (6.22) does not al-
ways have a (0,1)-optimal solution. However there still is an O(n2m2) al-
gorithm to solve this problem. This algorithm by Broin and' Lowe (1984) is 
based on dynamic programming. 
The neighborhoodmatrix of a graph G = ({v1, ..• ,vn},E is the nxn (O,l)-
111atrix A= (a .. ) defined by a .. = I iff i = j or [v.,v.J EE. A graph for 
l.J l.J 1. J 
which the neighborhood matrix is totally-balanced is called a strongly 
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chordal graph. For further information on chordal graphs, strongly chordal 
graphs and totally-balanced matrices we refer to Anstee and Farber (1982), 
Farber (1982), 1983), Chang (1982), Lubin (1982) and Golumbic (1980). 
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